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Abstract

Nowadays, the global market offers an enormous variety of external
sensors and measuring instruments. In combination with increasingly
more powerful mobile devices, it is possible to create new tools which
expand their utility area. Use of different sensors on mobile devices
is facilitated by a common standard, hiding all technical details and
low-level protocols. In that way, the applications can collect data from
several sensors without prior knowledge about the technical details
of different sensors. However, each application still has to discover
installed sensors, handle connection with each sensor separately and
manage their state. In this thesis, we simplify the collection of data
from different sensors. We focus on design and implementation of an
extensible tool for Android operating system. This allows modulated
sensor support to be linked together and expose a common interface
which provides available data types from installed sensors. Our solu-
tion executes all tasks related to data packets dispatching with wide
customization possibilities. The analysis applications and sensor sup-
port are separated by a common module. This module discovers all
available sensor supports, provides a common sensor register to ana-
lysis applications, manages sensor supports and transfers data at the
selected speed to the proper receiver. Several experiments are per-
formed to show that the implementation of the module is stable, resili-
ent and suited for data dispatching during a long period. The perform-
ance experiments show that data stream dispatching module is able to
dispatch data packets at very high frequencies. Unfortunately, when
the number of binders used to communicate with clients increases, the
throughput is reduced due to a global lock used in the implementation
of the binder.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Gordon Moore estimated in 1975 that the number of transistors in an
integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years. This obser-
vation is quite correct, and the exponential growth of the number of
transistors reflects the global technological growth. This significant
increase of processing power, together with accelerated expansion to
mobile devices gives new possibilities and utility areas. Today’s smart-
phones are equipped with hardware which allows to perform demand-
ing calculations and gives a wide spectrum of communication ways.
The "Internet of Things" revolution made several kinds of sensors eas-
ily available, more precise, and cheaper. The sensor world becomes
very varied with a width range of external sensors which can be con-
nected to smartphones, internal sensors embedded in a mobile device,
new sensor platforms, and manufacturers. For external sensors there
exists different connectivity options which are often open to being cus-
tomized to match user’s needs. The range of phenomenon that can be
measured by sensors evolve constantly, and many areas as physiolo-
gical parameters of a human body or motion of objects are very well-
supported. Sensors from BITalino [5], Cooking Hacks [7], and Shimmer
[27] are low cost sensors that enable to monitor physiological signals.
All three companies provide sensors with open platforms that can be
used by everyone to collect data in different projects for programs ana-
lysing physiological values. This technological progress affects more
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and more healthcare and possibilities within diagnosis and treatment
of diseases. Today’s health examinations and monitoring of patients
parameters are carried out by a specialist with medical devices which
are available only in hospitals and which require a physical presence
of patients in the laboratory. In the future, some of these examinations
and monitoring of physical parameters could be replaced by mobile
solutions. These solutions together with external sensors could carry
out sufficient collection of patients physical parameters at home and
send results to a specialist who could make the diagnosis. In the future,
the application of data mining and advanced data analysis could recog-
nize patterns in such streams of physiological data tuples and compare
them to already known patterns which can indicate some health issues.

This evolution in mobile devices, sensors, and healthcare make it
possible to combine these three areas to create new tools which can ex-
pand the utility of each of them. Such a trend has been very popular
the last years, and more and more organizations are involved in the
area which is called "Mobile Health" or "mHealth". The World Health
Organization defines mHealth or mobile health as: "medical and public
health practice supported by mobile devices, such as mobile phones, pa-
tient monitoring devices, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and other
wireless devices. mHealth involves the use and capitalization on a mo-
bile phone’s core utility of voice and short messaging service (SMS) as
well as more complex functionalities and applications including general
packet radio service (GPRS), third and fourth generation mobile tele-
communications (3G and 4G systems), global positioning system (GPS),
and Bluetooth technology" [24]. A huge increase in popularity of mo-
bile devices among users makes it possible to provide several services
via mobile devices. Since almost everyone owns a smartphone today,
provided services can be available for almost the whole society. The
possibilities which mobile technologies give, make users more inde-
pendent. Several examinations can be performed externally, e.g., meas-
urement of pulse or glucose independent of user location. A user can ex-
ternally contact a specialist for a consultation and send quite a lot para-
meters of his body to make the diagnosis easy and more precise. This
allows taking immediate a decision to start the treatment or calling for
help in most critical cases. In combination with remotely dispensing
prescriptions and sending them to pharmacies where they are waiting
on the patient, we reach a reduction of the number of patients in hos-
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pitals and emergency points, acceleration of the start of treatment and
increasing of patients comfort. A connection of external sensors to a
mobile device and placing the sensors around their body allow users to
collect physicals data of their body, and they can decide them self what
to do with these data. Mobile devices make it possible to analyse these
data locally or send them to a server to perform more demanding ana-
lyses. By performing advanced data mining based on large amounts of
data collected from different patients, it will be in the future possible to
discover common patterns for illnesses which can improve finding the
reasons of them and preventing them before their occurrence. There-
fore, the future of mHealth depends in no small degree on data which
we have now the possibility to collect, because the needed technology is
now available and for many citizens affordable. One example of what
the mHealth potential involves, is the CESAR project [15] which aims
to use data mining and complex event processing to detect sleep apnea
at home. In this project, the sleep monitoring part is done by low-cost
external sensors connected to a mobile device. The data collected from
sensors is analysed and helps to detect obstructive sleep apnea events.
As we can read in the Journal of the American College of Cardiology,
the obstructive sleep apnea is "characterized by recurrent episodes of
obstruction of the upper airway leading to sleep fragmentation and in-
termittent hypoxia during sleep." [12]. The diagnosis of this clinical
condition is nothing new, but currently, the process requires that a pa-
tient has to be hospitalized in a sleep laboratory for at least one night.
Such an examination involves therefore a lot of costs related to the
hospitalization and very limited number of patients that can be invest-
igated every night. Such a situation cause that many patients have to
wait a lot of time for the examination and unnecessary resources are
used on something which could be much cheaper. The CESAR project
focuses on "development of new software solutions bridging state-of-
the-art consumer electronic devices with appropriate sensors (...) to
enable anyone to monitor physiological parameters that are relevant
for OSA monitoring at home" [15]. Such a solution will minimize the
costs of this examination and will allow users to monitor their sleep
parameters in their natural environment which is the bedroom at home
and not a laboratory. A wide range of available sensors which can be
used in this project allow to choose a low-cost sensor product which
gives sufficient precision and is user-friendly. Further, studies should
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evaluate different sensors to choose the best available option. There-
fore, the developed software should be extensible and should allow to
add new sensors simple. This solution should also allow to share the
data between different analysis software.

Figure 1.1: Solution to the left shows support for sensors added separ-
ately to each application. Solution to the right presents decoupling of
sensors and applications.

1.2 Problem statement
The global market offers today a huge variation of external sensors and
measuring instruments. Such devices are produced by a wide range of
manufactures which deliver very different products. They are differ-
ent in almost every aspect, starting from their construction and size,
through the quality of provided data and ending on the used software
and communications possibilities. The diversity is not problematic in
itself because this gives a lot of possibilities to choose the best option
for a specific case. However, common standards which define at least
how the interchanging of data with other devices should be implemen-
ted are missing. This causes that an external sensor can only be used
in the way chosen by the manufacturer. It is the manufacturer who is
responsible for developing drivers and low-level protocols used by their
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sensors. A common practice, which aims to hide the details of the low-
level protocols is to develop software development kits (SDK) which ex-
poses commands and methods. Unfortunately, neither low-level proto-
cols nor SDKs are standardized in any way. This state of affairs makes
the use of different sensors very complicated because it is necessary to
deal with different SDKs. If sensor SDKs are implemented in different
programming languages, it will be especially difficult to integrate such
a selection of sensors to be used in the same project. In addition, it
will be inevitable to get a deep insight into the specific details of a new
sensor to add support for it. Furthermore, each integration of a sensor
has to be separately adapted to every component which wants to re-
ceive this sensor data. This causes a lot of time used to the adaptation
of every new component, duplication of source code and tasks.

All these disadvantages are eliminated by adding an interface ex-
posing a common functionality reused across components. Gjøby has
described such a solution in his Master Thesis [14]. Any sensor con-
nected and installed on a device can be controlled by everyone which
implements methods of the common interface. Figure 1.1 presents the
concept of separating sensor support into modules and linking them by
the common interface. This solution hides all technical details, low-
level protocols and facilitates using of sensors. Developers of compon-
ents which need to use sensors have only to deal with the interface and
do not need any awareness of sensor details. Such a solution introduces
a kind of standardization when it comes to the way in which the sensors
are controlled by other application. The solution implemented by Gjøby
involves modularization of sensor support and connection, the discov-
ery of installed modules supporting sensors, the command interface for
starting and stopping of the collection, common data representation
in data packets and establishing a mechanism for data transmission.
Operations as discovering of sensors, starting and stopping of the col-
lection can be done dynamically at runtime, but the user has to set
up each sensor separately before the collection of data can start. The
settings which have to be specified manually are: which sensor type is
connected to which channel, at which frequency the collection will be
performed and a MAC address of an external sensor board.

Such a solution does not give any possibilities to reuse collected
data across several components. Only the component which has star-
ted the collection receives the data, and no other components can ac-
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cess the collected data. This causes a lot of overhead and resource
usage if the same data has to be collected twice instead of just be-
ing multicasted to several components. Furthermore, for a compon-
ent that performs a specific analysis on the collected data in real-time,
there does not exist any common way to publish results of this ana-
lysis such that other components can also use them. Such a component
is called a logical sensor and is precisely described by Silhavy, Silhavy
and Prokopova [28]. It should provide the same functionality as a phys-
ical sensor. Gjøby’s implementation does not allow to change the fre-
quency of collection after the start. The user has to stop collection,
manually change the frequency of the corresponding sensor and start
the collection again. If components could adjust frequency dynamically
during runtime, we could save the user a lot of work. In a case where
collected data has to be available at different frequencies, the user has
to start the collection at the higher frequency and filter incoming data
packets locally to pick up only the required amount of data per second.
If some other component needs data also at different frequencies, the
filtering has to be done twice. A sensor transfers data packets from
all channels it has been manually configured for. The set of channels
cannot be changed while collection and a component which has started
the collection is receiving values from all channels even if it needs only
one of them. This unnecessarily increases the size of each data packet
and increases resource usage. In addition, if a component collects data
from two different sensors it has to handle two connections and control
both of sensors. This means that analysis components have to do tasks
that exceed beyond data analysis area. In a well-structured system,
they should only specify the required data type and frequency to the
data provider and focus on the data analysis.

The tool developed by Gjøby is designed for the Android operating
system. The solution should be customized to minimize the impact
of this system disadvantages. Limited battery power and processing
power are very important challenges that have to be taken into ac-
count. Further, battery saving mechanisms in Android which put the
hosting device into an idle state can stand in the way for collecting data
in a longer period. Some part of software or hardware can be suddenly
turned off to save the battery. The performance of the solution is also
very important and not so easy to achieve on a mobile device. Data
packets should be delivered to analysis components as fast as possible.
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Android provides several ways to perform inter process communica-
tion (IPC) on. Using a slow mechanism or ineffective implementations
can hinder the transfer of data packets with acceptable performance.
The behavior of different mechanisms in different configurations can
be very varying and results in performance deviations.

1.3 Contributions
The challenges discussed in the Problem statement section above are
the basis for contributions in this thesis which are presented below.
Since the proposal to modularization of sensor support is already de-
scribed by Gjøby in his Master Thesis [14], we focus on designing and
implementation of an extensible system for the Android operating sys-
tem which allows linking together modulated sensor support and ex-
poses a common interface providing available data types from installed
sensors. The solution will perform all tasks related to data packets
dispatching with wide customization possibilities. This will also separ-
ate analysis applications, and sensor supports by a common interface
named data stream dispatching module. The module will be able to
discover all available sensor supports, provide a common register of
them to analysis applications, manage sensor supports and transfer
data at the selected speed to the right receiver. The common register
is a sensor-capability model containing data types from all available
sensors. Analysis applications are relieved from the burden to manage
different sensors. Instead, analysis application only needs to specify
the data types it wants to receive in an intermediary module, and all
needed work is done for it in the background. The module will also al-
low to reuse the collected data among analysis applications such that
the same data does not need to be collected several times. Since the
data will be collected only once and only the needed data will be trans-
mitted to analysis applications, the resource usage and overhead will
be minimized. In addition, the data streams dispatching module will
allow defining the required frequency of data collection separately for
each analysis application. It will also be possible for analysis applica-
tions to exchange data via this module between each other, such that a
logical sensor can publish data types for other components. This will be
done in a standardized way, hence the solution will be easily extensible
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in the future. This enables a wide range of customization possibilities
which gives much freedom to developers of analysis applications and
eliminates the need of knowing the sensor specific implementation. All
data from available sensors can be efficiently combined in a different
way and developers have only to select the required data types to per-
form the analysis. In that way, developers can focus only on the ana-
lysis part and do not need to take a stroll in how to access these data
or handle the frequency on their own. Further, the solution takes also
care of the Android operating system specifics such that the final im-
plementation consists of reasoned choices and uses available system
mechanisms in the appropriate way. The performance of selected IPC
mechanisms responsible for transmission of data packets will be thor-
oughly tested. To allow the data collection and data dispatching over a
longer amount of time, the solution successfully blocks all power sav-
ing features used by Android. The final solution is thoroughly tested
under realistic conditions to confirm suitability, stability, and that the
requirements are satisfied.

1.4 Structure of thesis
This thesis is divided into four parts where each part consists of them-
atically related chapters. Larger chapters are divided into smaller sec-
tions. The whole structure aims to ease reading and understanding of
the described topics.

The first part consists of a short introduction chapter concerning the
motivation for this thesis, description of the problem statement, contri-
butions, and presentation how the structure of the thesis looks like. In
the motivation, it is explained how the evolution of technology which
is growing with a bewildering speed allows developing solutions re-
volutionizing healthcare and significantly facilitating the patient life.
Further, we discuss in the problem statement that the lack of stand-
ards makes the collection of data from different sensors very difficult.
The contributions chapter contains a description of what this thesis can
offer to solve these problems. Next chapter of this part describes the
background of this thesis. Since the whole project aims to develop a tool
running on Android, this operating system is presented in the neces-
sary depth. The first part ends with a chapter about already finished
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tasks as the data acquisition tool developed by Gjøby in his Master
Thesis [14].

The second part starts with an analysis of requirements for the
solution. This is followed up by a description of the high-level design
of the solution which aims to meet all requirements. The following
design topics are discussed: data flow strategy, architecture, data pack-
ets, sensor-capability model, and the following mechanisms: publish-
subscribe service, demultiplexing of data and controlling of collection
speed. The next chapter describes the Android specific design and
implementation. In this chapter, all implementation choices are ex-
plained. The implementation of the designed mechanisms is described
and shown in code listings. This chapter also discusses what has to
be changed in the existing wrapper solution to allow the optimal use
of resources and presents a way to work around Android power saving
mechanisms which can stop the collection and dispatching of data.

The third part involves an evaluation of the solution. The imple-
mentation of the data streams dispatching module and the updates
made in the data acquisition tool are thoroughly tested. Aspects of sta-
bility, meeting the requirements, and performance are demonstrated
with experiments. This chapter describes these experiments, graph-
ically presents results and compares them with the requirements to
show whether they are satisfied or not. This is followed up by con-
clusion and summary of this thesis. The last chapter discusses open
problems, and at the end, the future work is proposed.
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Chapter 2

Android OS

Android is an open source operating system, based on the Linux kernel
and designed primarily for mobile touchscreen devices. In July 2005,
Google bought Android from the original founders. In cooperation with
Open Handset Alliance, Google develops constantly new versions of An-
droid, with new features and performance improvements.

2.1 System architecture
The whole system is organized as a software stack, containing the fol-
lowing layers:

Linux kernel
The Linux kernel is positioned at the bottom of the stack and is an
abstraction between the upper layers and the hardware of the device.
Android is based on Linux version 2.6 which provides services typically
for an operating system like memory, process and power management,
pre-emptive multitasking, device drivers, and network stack.

Android runtime
This layer represents the Dalvik Virtual Machine. As mentioned above,
the Linux kernel allows several processes to run simultaneous. Every
Android application runs as a process directly on the kernel, but each of
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Figure 2.1: Android architecture layers. [3]

them does so within its own instance of the Dalvik Virtual Machine. In
such a solution, the applications are separated from each other, from
the operating system and from the hardware. So, instead of directly
access each other’s process space, they have to use an inter-process
communication mechanism. Developed by Google, the Dalvik Virtual
Machine is more efficient than the standard Java Virtual Machine. It
uses less memory and allows processes to run efficiently on limited
resources of a mobile device.
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Libraries
Libraries is a collection of reusable functions, that can be called when
they are needed. We can divide these into four main categories:[21]

• Dalvik VM Libraries - used mostly to interact with an instance of
Dalvik Virtual Machine.

• Java Libraries - this category encompasses the standard Java de-
velopment environment, like string handling, file manipulation,
and networking.

• Android Libraries - contains those Java-based libraries that are
specific for development on Android.

• C/C++ Libraries - provides for example 2D and 3D graphic draw-
ing, SSL communication, SQLite databases, audio and video play-
back, as well as standard C system library.

Application framework
Above the libraries and the Android runtime layer, we can find the
application framework layer, which is a set of services. This layer im-
plements the concept that an application is built from reusable, inter-
changeable and replaceable components. In addition, an application
is also able to provide its capabilities and data to other applications.
This framework implements key services as: activity manager, content
providers, view system, package manager and so on. More about the
functionality of each service comes in the next chapter.

Applications
The top of the Android stack is where both the built-in, pre-installed
applications and the third party user applications are located. All these
apps like web browser, email client, contacts, games etc. are controlled
by the user, and they have the same access rights to the rest of the
stack.
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2.2 Google Play Store
Play Store is an official store and portal for applications, games and
other content for every Android-powered device. Most of the apps for
this operating system are uploaded to Play Store, and everyone who
has developed an app can place it in this store for free. Any new app
on Play Store must obey Google’s Developer Programme Policies. This
way of application distribution is very comfortable for programmers
and allows them to reach a huge number of potential users, because
almost every Android device has the Play Store pre-installed.

2.3 Components
Android facilitates the implementation of building applications with
reusable elements, i.e, pre-implemented components, which constitute
a part of the operating system. These components are created by ex-
tending a particular class supplied by the application framework. By
adding some metadata, new components get an identifier and it is
possible to tell the framework when and how to use them. Android
provides four main types of components described below. Since pro-
cesses and threads are very important for the components, they are
described at the end of this chapter, followed by some lines about the
manifest file [9].

2.3.1 Activity

An activity is the main part of the user interface (UI) and every ap-
plication contains at least one activity. This component takes care of
creating a window for an application, in which the UI can be placed
and is similar to a page in a classic web app. Activity takes most of
the screen and can also constitute an entry point into the application
for other apps. An application has usually several activities, and each
of them should be designed around a specific type of action. When the
user interacts with this activity and performs this action, other activ-
ities can be started. For example: a calendar application might have
one activity to show an overview of all the days in a given month and
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when the user selects a specific day, a new activity opens to show all
the planned events of this day.

Activities are arranged in a stack, in the same order in which each
activity is opened. When the current activity starts a new activity, the
new one is pushed on the top of the stack and presented foremost on the
screen. To start an activity, a new Java class extending Activity should
be created and methods from the super class overridden. All activities
that are created must have a corresponding declaration in the Android
manifest file.

Methods in Activity class
An activity can be in one of the following four states:

1. active - started and in the foreground

2. paused - started, exists and visible but another activity is over-
laying part of the screen

3. stopped - started and exists but is hidden by other activity which
is in foreground

4. destroyed - exited or destroyed, does not exist.

Activity class contains methods which are responsible for managing
these states. The developer decides mostly what will happen when an
app is created, whether it should be stopped or destroyed, and therefore
the following methods should be implemented.

onCreate - is called the first time while creating an activity. This
method performs all necessary set-up tasks, like creating views, bind-
ing data to lists, etc. Additionally, it contains a Bundle with the activ-
ity’s previously frozen state, if it exists and it is always followed by the
method - onStart(). onStart() - this method is called when the activity
is becoming visible on the screen. Depending on whether the activity
comes to the foreground or becomes hidden, this method is followed by
onResume() or onStop(). onRestart() is called when an activity has been
stopped first and will start again. As in the onCreate() method, onRe-
start() is always followed up by onStart(). onResume() - runs when
the activity is ready to interact with the user. This state takes place
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Figure 2.2: Android Activity lifecycle. [1]

only if the activity is at the top of the stack. The next step from here
can only be the onPause() method. onPause() is called when another
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activity comes into the foreground or when an activity with higher pri-
ority needs memory. This method stops objects that are consuming con-
siderable part of resources as CPU or RAM, commits unsaved changes
and since the next activity will not be resumed until this method is
finished, onPause() has to be very efficient not to cause unnecessary
waiting time. This method can be followed by onStop() if the activity
becomes invisible to the user, or onResume() if it returns to the front.
onStop() - is called when the activity is not visible. This may hap-
pen because another activity is being brought in front. If the activity
is going to be quit, the next called method will be onDestroy(), but if
this activity is going to be used again, the onRestart() method will be
called. onDestroy() - this method is the last step for an activity. It is
called only when the activity is done by itself and should be closed, or
when the operating system kills it. onDestroy() releases all remaining
resources and is not followed by any method call. All initializations
done before should be cleaned in this method.

2.3.2 Service
Service is a common term for a function that does not require access to
user interface and which can run even when it is decoupled from any
activity. A service can for example handle tasks such as playing mu-
sic, writing to or reading from file, interacting with a content provider
and network transactions. An application component can either start
a service or bind to a service.

• started - a component calls the startService() method and the cor-
responding service can run in the background even if the caller
is exited. Usually a started service does not return results to its
parent component.

• bounded - a component calls the bindService() method and binds
to the service. A bounded service offers a client-server interface
and a component can perform operations such as sending requests
or getting results even across processes via IPC. Several compon-
ents can bind to the service simultaneous and it terminates, when
the last component calls unbindService and terminates the con-
nection.
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To create a new service it is necessary to implement a subclass of
the Service class. In addition, the callback methods that allow binding
of components and managing service’s life cycle should be override.

2.3.3 Content Provider

Content provider is an abstraction used to manage the access to a
structured set of data. Access to for example contacts or call-log data
is given by content providers that encapsulate them and define data
security.

The Content Resolver is the instance in application that provides
access to available content providers. Every instance of class that im-
plements a ContentProvider is a kind of server, because it receives data
requests, performs the wanted actions and returns the results.

Content provider is a required component if an application has to
be able to copy or paste complex data from and to other applications,
especially if search suggestions are desirable.

2.3.4 Broadcast Receiver

The intent message bus is divided into two channels: one for starting
activities and one for sending broadcasts.

As the name suggests, an Activity passes an announcement to broad-
cast, which in turn forwards it to all apps that wish to tune in. The
sending of broadcast can be performed by creating an Intent and call-
ing sendBroadcast() method. Then Android goes through all compon-
ents that are listed on broadcast matching the Intent, and each of them
that are set up to receive this broadcast receive it. Registration of
broadcast receivers can be done in manifest file which provides essen-
tial information about the app or programmatically via IntentFilter,
which describes Intent’s values that are matched.

Both, operating system and applications can initiate broadcast. One
example of broadcasting and receiving is an SMS app, that gets a mes-
sage and lets other apps know about this event via sending the broad-
cast so that they can trigger appropriate actions.
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2.4 Process and thread
When an application is created, the Android system starts a new pro-
cess with a single execution thread. All components of the same app
run in one process with one thread, unless the developer changes this
default setup. It is possible to create both additional threads and addi-
tional processes for an application, such that every component can run
in its own process or thread.

It is important to mark that in some cases, the operating system
can kill any existing process. Android tries to keep all processes alive
for as long as possible, but when there is not enough memory available
some processes are terminated to free space for new or higher priority
processes. If Android needs to kill some process, then the one with the
lowest priority is eliminated first.

The process hierarchy consists of five levels where the lowest prior-
ity number means the highest priority. What a process needs to do to
achieve a particular priority is presented below.

1. Foreground process - a process which is necessary for the cur-
rent user activity. This means a process hosting an activity user
interact with (onResume() has been called), a Service bound to
this activity, service running in the foreground, service execut-
ing life cycle callbacks or broadcast receiver executing onReceive()
method.

2. Visible process - one without any foreground parts, but which
is still visible on the screen. Such a situation arises when an
Activity which is visible on the screen (onPause has been called)
or a Service which is bound to a foreground Activity runs in the
process.

3. Service process - runs a Service started with startService() and
which does not match the cases above with higher priority.

4. Background process - hosts an invisible Activity (onStop() has
been called) and killing doesn’t cause visible effects.

5. Empty process - process without any active components and
isn’t killed yet, because of faster restart and caching.
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In cases where one process runs a foreground Activity (Priority 1)
and a Service (Priority 2), the operating system chooses the higher pri-
ority of these two to be the process priority.

When an application starts, Android creates a thread of execution
for it, called main. In this thread, the application interacts with An-
droid UI toolkit and its components. Unless the developer forces the
creation of additional threads, all components running in the process
are instantiated in the main thread, and every system call to each com-
ponent is dispatched from that thread. It means that if operations like
network access or database requests are done in the main thread, the
whole UI is blocked. In addition, the Android UI toolkit is not thread-
safe, therefore it should be accessed only from one thread, i.e., the main
thread.[21]

2.5 Inter process communication (IPC)

Since most applications today use multiple activities that work together,
the exchange of data between them is a very central aspect. There
exists several strategies to exchange information between activities
within an app or between different apps. To perform this operation
two activities can use static field, database, storage class or by using
Intent.

The last mentioned solution is most elegant and very practical. This
is a series of methods which allows to add key-value pairs of data into
the Intent by one process, and receiving these pairs by another process.
Arbitrary objects can not be passed to Intent, but most of the primitive
data types and some types of lists are supported.

In cases where an activity starts another activity to get some res-
ults, it is important to remember that the startActivity() call is asyn-
chronous, thus the other activity does not shows up until the first
one returns. Luckily, Android provides the startActivityForResult()
method, which — although it is asynchronous too — allows the newly
started activity to supply data via the setResult() method to the ori-
ginal activity, which can receive them via the onActivityResult() method.
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2.6 Manifest
AndroidManifest.xml is a file that every application must have in its
root directory. Manifest contains essential information about the ap-
plication, such as which components the app is composed of, which
component runs in a separated process, application’s permissions, min-
imum level of the Android API, libraries and so on. The operating sys-
tem needs this information before the app can be started.

2.7 Organization on screen

Widget
Widget is a part of the graphical interface to present information change-
able by the user on the display. Widgets are a kind of visual building
blocks with defined characteristics which provide an interaction point
for the direct manipulation of a given kind of data.

Container
Container is an invisible way of organizing multiple widgets on screen
in some kind of structure. It is deemed to have a set of widgets, or
sometimes other containers. Each container has its own basic rules for
how it lays out its widgets on the screen. Widgets can be lined up in
different patterns and the application developer needs to define these
patterns.

Fragment
Fragment is a part of an activity which enables more modular activity
design. It represents a portion of user interface in an activity and is
often considered to be a kind of sub activity, with its own life cycle
and input events. Fragments can be reused in multiple activities, and
multiple fragments can be combined in one activity. Fragments also
give a lot of possibilities for dynamism to an activity, because fragments
can be deleted or added while the activity is running.[10]
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Figure 2.3 presents a typical example of how two GUI modules
defined by fragments can be separated for a device with a smaller
screen or combined into one activity for a bigger screen.

Figure 2.3: Two fragments combined in one activity [31]

When an application runs on a tablet-sized device, both fragments A
and B can be displayed simultaneously within one activity. This situ-
ation is shown on the left side of Figure 2.3. The right part of the
figure visualizes the second case, where fragments A and B have to be
split into two different activities, because it is not enough space on the
screen to display them at the same time.

2.8 Android devices
The Android operating system is running on thousands (over 24.000
[23]) of different devices from different manufacturers with very diver-
gent specifications. In addition to the richness of the device diversity
there also are different Android versions, and therefore it is a big chal-
lenge to develop an application that works fine on every device.
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2.8.1 Device types
Android device types can simply be divided into four main groups:

• phones

• tablets

• wearable (glasses/watches)

• television

The Android operating system does not know if the device it is run-
ning on is a phone, tablet or a TV. Rather, it distinguishes devices based
on features and capabilities, therefore the application can get informa-
tion as how big the screen is or if the telephony capability is available.

2.8.2 Version distribution
During "September Press Event 2015"[25], Google announced that there
are 1.4 billion active devices with the Android operating system around
the world. According to OpenSignal’s ”Fragmentation Report” [23],
from August 2015, there exist about 24 093 distinct Android devices
worldwide. Since Android is an open source operating system, every
manufacturer can install it on its device, but they need to develop the
drivers for their hardware first. So when Google releases a new ver-
sion of Android, every manufacturer has to update the device drivers
on their own to make the device working with the newer version of the
operating system. Table 2.4 below shows that not so many producers
take up this challenge.

This table is quite important under deciding the application’s de-
gree of compatibility. As we can see: the latest version of the operating
system is installed only on 7.5% of all Android devices.

2.8.3 API level
Every new Android version fixes bugs from the previous one, and adds
more capabilities to the platform. Android has API levels to keep track
of all the different versions. If a new OS version and all the new fea-
tures need more services than the current API level provides, a new
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Figure 2.4: Android platform versions [2]

version of API is released. Every app should indicate the oldest API
level it supports, such that it will not be installed on devices with an
older API level. When a developer chooses the API level, it is important
to inspect how many devices support it, because it influences the num-
ber of potential users. The newest API level is number 23, and level 20
is the version of Android running on the first-generation Android Wear
devices, so the choice of right level should also be done with respect
to the device type that the developed application is designed for. The
distribution of APIs is shown in Table 2.4.
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2.8.4 Dalvik and ART
Java is the programming language used to write Android applications.
Normally, the Java source code is run by Java Virtual Machine to start
the app, but this is not the case in Android. This operating system
has the Dalvik Virtual Machine or ART runtime, and not Java Virtual
Machine. The source code is compiled first by standard Java compiler.
The second step is cross-compilation into Dalvik Virtual Machine byte-
code. At the end the Dalvik bytecode is packaged into APK file and can
finally be executed by Android.

ART is a new runtime that uses Dalvik bytecode as an input for
an "Ahead Of Time" compiler (AOT). It is a bit different solution than
standard Dalvik VM, because it uses an AOT compiler to convert the
bytecode to CPU specific instructions at installation time, instead of
relying on a Just In Time compiler (JIT) as in Dalvik VM.

2.9 Design patterns

2.9.1 MVC
Model View Controller is a design pattern that divides software ap-
plication structure into three interconnected parts. This is used to de-
couple the user interface from the underlying business logic, and allows
interface to be easily changed without the need to modify other parts.
As the name suggests, model-view-controller proposes following three
main components:

• model — represents the underlying, logical structure of data in
an application and the high-level classes associated with it. It
contains data that is retrieved according to commands from the
controller.

• view — collection of classes forming all user interface elements,
this means all the things the user can see on the screen. It shows
data to the user based on changes done in the model.

• controller — represents the classes connecting the view and the
model. It sends commands to the view (for changing view’s present-
ation of the model) or to the model (for updating the model’s state).
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Figure 2.5: Model View Controller [22]

In Android, resources and layout components dictate how the pro-
gram looks like, therefore they represent the view part of MVC. Activ-
ities are considered as controllers since they collect the information
from the model, they build the view, and they set up the event triggers.
Model is other components containing logic structure of data.

2.9.2 Modularity

An application is deemed modular if it can be decomposed into a num-
ber of components that can be composed and mixed in a variety of con-
figurations. By standardized interfaces these components are able to
interact with each other and exchange resources. To provide modu-
larity in Android, it is important to follow the model view controller
pattern and when it comes to the model, an application should contain
classes that don’t have any ties to activities.
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2.10 Android power saving optimization
A mobile device is depending on the battery power, which is signific-
antly limited. Unnecessary use of the hardware components of device
or performing software operations which could be omitted are very
undesirable because they increase power consumption and hence de-
crease the battery fill level. To minimize draining the battery, the
Android operating system (from Version 6.0) introduced two features
extending the battery life by going idle. These are the Doze mode and
the App Standby.

The App Standby mechanism monitors applications and defers back-
ground network activity for them if the user does not perform recently
interaction with the app. This mechanism determines that an applic-
ation is qualified for turning into standby state when all of following
conditions apply:

• the user does not interact with the application in a certain period,

• the user does not explicitly launch the application,

• the application does not generate some notification that user can
see,

• none of the application components does not run in a foreground
process, or is not used by another component running in fore-
ground,

• the device is not plugged into a power supply, and

• the application is not an active device admin application.

When all statements above are true, the application is moved to a
standby state which implies that it can not access the network and ex-
ecute any jobs and synchronization operations. Braking one of presen-
ted conditions, makes that the system releases the application from the
standby state and it can use all resources as before.

The Doze mode is responsible for deferring background network and
CPU activity for system components when the device is unplugged and
unused for a longer time period. The Doze mode differs from the App
Standby in that not just the unused applications are paused, but the
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whole device is going into standby mode. This mechanism is applied
when the Android system concludes that the user has putted aside the
device and does not use it in any way. Such a conclusion is based on
analysis of three factors which with high probability indicate the cor-
rectness of the system’s assumption. These factors are presented be-
low:

• the device is not plugged into a power supply,

• no motion of device has been detected in some time, and

• the screen is locked.

When all three statements are true, the Doze mode is activated on
the device and following restrictions are applied: the job scheduler can
not run, as well as any synchronization adapter. All wake locks are
ignored, the network access is suspended and no Wi-Fi scans are per-
formed. Standard alarms from AlarmManager are also deferred while
Doze mode. Only the alarms set by setAlarmClock() are performed
normally, and they cause that the Doze mode is exited shortly before
their execution. Breaking one of the factors listed above causes also
exiting of the Doze mode.

Such a deferring of functionality allows to reduce the battery con-
sumption and when the user comes back to use the device again, it
should be in the same state it was in when the user has putted it
aside. Without the Doze mode the battery level would be reduced much
faster.
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2.11 Data acquisition tool
As mentioned in the Introduction chapter the whole project is in pro-
gress and some elements are already finished. This chapter contains
a short summary of one of these elements which is specially related to
this thesis. S. P. Gjøby has delivered his Master Thesis with the title
‘Extensible data acquisition tool for Android’ in Spring 2016, wherein
he has described and implemented the . This tool is a fundamental
part of the sleep monitoring system and is responsible for acquisition
of data from different sensors.

The data acquisition tool is intended to handle data acquisition from
different sensors and is implemented in a way that allow easy integra-
tion of new sensor types to the acquisition system. The list of supported
sensors can be extended with new sensors independent of theirs char-
acteristics or manufacturer. The solution proposed by Gjøby requires
that for each new sensor type it is necessary to implement a wrapper
component. The wrapper encapsluates the sensor specific API and pro-
tocols and provides a standard interface to consumes of sensor data
streams. In that way any Android component can use the wrapper to
manage the collection without having to know all the technical details
of the data source. The wrapper class has to be customized for each
data source separately, but each of them provides an identical common
interface which allow other component to deal with several instances
of wrapper class in the same way. The interface provides functional-
ity to discover all available sensor wrappers, start and stop the data
collection from a data source and streaming of these data to a client.

Each sensor wrapper gives possibilities to set up the data source as
desired before the start of the collection. This can be made through
a graphical interface which presents the settings to the user and al-
lows defining which data type is plugged in to which channel, at which
frequency the collection will be carried on, whether write them to the
local file or to send data over the network and whether to use TCP or
UDP. The user can also specify IP address and port number if network
streaming of data was selected or a file name if data is to be stored in a
local file. All choices made by the user in this activity are saved to the
shared preferences as key-value pairs and these pairs are accessed by
the wrapper under start up and are used to set up the collection such
the user has specified.
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All features the mentioned common interface exposes can be used
by clients via Intents. Gjøby’s solution provides four Intent’s actions:

• com.sensordroid.HELLO - send by a client that wants to dis-
cover the available sensor wrappers, this Intent is picked up by
all installed sensor wrappers.

• com.sensordroid.REGISTER - send by a sensor wrapper as an
answer to HELLO, it contains information about the sensor wrap-
per as name and id, such that the client can register the new
sensor wrapper.

• com.sensordroid.START - send by a client. It contains a sensor
wrapper id, to identify the sensor wrapper that should start the
collection.

• com.sensordroid.STOP - send by a client. It contains a sensor
wrapper id, to identify the sensor wrapper that should stop the
collection.

To discover the available sensor wrappers, a client has to broadcast
the HELLO Intent which reaches all installed sensor wrappers. Then
each of them answers with REGISTER Intent which is delivered to the
client. To start the collection the START Intent with id of the selected
sensor wrapper has to be send. When the sensor wrapper with the ID
in the START Intent receives this Intent, it starts the sensor wrapper
service and establishes a connection to the client service via calling its
bind() method. This method returns the AIDL interface of the client
which enables transmission of packets by calling putJSON() method
of the AIDL interface with packet as method argument. The client
can send at any time the STOP Intent to stop the collection. Both, the
START and STOP Intents can be used to start several sensor wrappers
by adding several sensor wrapper’s IDs to the list named WRAPPERS in
these intents.

When the collection is started a sensor wrapper uses the settings
that are specified by the user and stored in the shared preferences. The
sensor wrapper sends a metadata packet in JSON format, to let the
client know what kind of data should be sent. This packet is composed
of information given by the user in setting activity and contains a short
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description of the data source and all data types connected to it. The
metadata packet contains among others a field with an id given to the
sensor wrapper by the client. After the metadata packet, a stream of
data packets follows. These are also represented in JSON format and
contain data samples collected with frequency chosen by the user.

Gjøby implemented in his thesis a sensor wrapper for the Bitalino
sensor board. In addition, he has created a template for future im-
plementations of sensor wrappers for other manufacturers or type of
sensor boards. Gjøby has developed also a simple proposal of service
simulating a client. This was named RemoteService and was used to
perform testing of the sensor wrapper service.
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Part II

Design and implementation
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Chapter 3

Requirements and high level
design

This chapter analyses requirements for design and implementation of
an extenisble module for the data streams dispatching part, the data
acquisition part, and the application part. Furthermore, the high level
design of modules and the data packet layout are discussed. At the
end, the design of the core mechanisms of our solution, i.e., publish-
subscribe service, demultiplexing of channels, speed controlling possib-
ilities, and the sensor-capability model are described with references to
requirements and whether they are met.

3.1 Requirements analysis
In this section, the requirements for the extensible data streams dis-
patching part are analyzed. We derive these requirements from a de-
tailed description of what this project is about and what the Android
application is going to do.

3.1.1 Separation of functionality

The motivation of creating the data streams dispatching part is that
the implementation should be capable to manage data from any sup-
ported sensors and be a kind of data-provider. There are three major
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tasks which this project has to perform: acquisition of data, dispatch-
ing of data streams and analysis/visualization of data. Therefore, the
whole system should be split into three main parts. The data acquisi-
tion part, the data streams dispatching part, and the application part.
The first one is already implemented, the second one will be a product
of this thesis, and the third will be developed in future work. As Figure
3.1 on Page 54 presents, these three parts are independent and should
cooperate together such that changes applied to one of the parts shall
not affect other parts in the system. Such a composition will result in a
clear structure which follows the system design advice about splitting
by functionality and will be easy to understand.

Figure 3.1: Separation of functionality presenting three independent
layers with local modules.
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3.1.2 Extensibility
To ensure that the developed tool will be useful both for this and maybe
for some other projects in the future, it is very important to make it
easy extensible and editable. Since the development process in this
case is long and made by several students, it is very advisable to create
a product that is easy to change. Things like new ideas, new devices,
etc, are appearing every day and improvement opportunities of existing
implementations will be discovered in the future. All this leads always
to changes and customization of the existing code in several rounds.
Therefore, both design of the application’s architecture and the code
should make it easy to change and to extend the implementation. This
means, that adding a new feature to the service should not require ma-
jor changes to make it work. Every upgrade of the service should also
be backward compatible to avoid that the upgrade influences properly
working applications that use the upgraded tool.

3.1.3 Collected data reused across modules
Data collected by the system, should be collected only once. If the same
type of data is required by two modules at the same time, it should
be possible to apply demultiplexing of these data without the need of
collecting them twice. Data should also be reused across modules to
save both time and resources related to collection and transfer.

3.1.4 Publish-subscribe mechanism
The data streams dispatching part should provide a publish-subscribe
interface for other applications, such that every module from the ap-
plication part can decide which type of data it wants to receive from
the data streams dispatching part. It should be possible to make sub-
scriptions at any time, on one data type or on a subset of different data
types. In addition, a subscription can be stopped in its entirety or just
edited to contain new data types, less data types or new frequency val-
ues. Cessation of the subscription from one subscriber should not affect
other subscribers in any way.

Different modules from the application part can subscribe on data
and for example analyze them or perform other operations. The res-
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ults can be used locally in an application module, be send to a server
or other application module or finally, be stored in a database. There-
fore, it is desirable to provide some mechanisms, which enable to pub-
lish data via the data streams dispatching part to simplify communica-
tion with modules from the application part. Simultaneous publishing
of data and subscribing on data should be allowed and the publisher
should choose which type of data he provides and with which frequency.

3.1.5 Simultaneously using of several wrappers and
wide support

The data streams dispatching part should support different types of
acquisition wrappers, such that data can be collected from all installed
wrappers at the same time. Modules from the application part should
not have knowledge about the wrappers, they are interested only in
available data types and this information together with available trans-
fer speeds, should be presented for all involved modules. Every data
wrapper defines a maximum frequency it can provide. This value sets
the maximum sampling frequency data can be transferred with. Sub-
scribers should have the possibility to choose the required and allowed
frequency, separately for each data type. The data streams dispatch-
ing part has to control wrapper behavior, based on the choices made
by subscribers. A wrapper with data types which nobody subscribes
to, has to be paused and should not send any data to the data streams
dispatching part. In addition, a wrapper transfers only the data types
which someone subscribes to and can expand the list of data types dy-
namically.

The system should be able to support both currently available data
sources, and sources that will be available in the future. In addition,
it is required that new components have the ability to use the system
in the same way as other components that are already using it, at any
time in the future, without need of any changes to the tool.

3.1.6 Resource efficiency
The whole system will be used on a mobile device with some restric-
tions. One of the most significant limitations is the power supply. A
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mobile device is typically equipped with a battery, which capacity var-
ies from 2300 mAh to 5100 mAh. According to results of a battery life
test for newer mobile devices published on expertviews.co.uk [4] this
battery capacity allows to play a local stored movie constant in 7.12
to 28.5 hours. The test was performed on devices with set aeroplane
mode, and all network antennas switched off. If the mobile device is in
daily use, it stays connected to network and to the Internet, and it is
used to make calls. Thus the presented battery life time will decrease
significantly in such use. The batteries used in this test are brand new
batteries which are at the top of theirs capacity, but such a condition is
not eternal and the capacity will be reduced with time. All user inter-
action and resource usage will also consume energy from the battery.
In addition, we can not assume that the battery is fully charged and
that all user activities are finished when we start the data collection.
The system’s task is to monitor sleep parameters of users and it should
run constantly at least 7 hours without constant power supply. There-
fore, the final product should not consume unusual much electric power
during the measurement.

The solution should also be able to transfer data packets from sensor
board to the application part, even if data is collected at the highest fre-
quency from several sensors simultaneously. This goal should be easy
to achieve on modern devices which are equipped with a fast multi-core
processors and a big amount of RAM, but this project can also be intro-
duced for example in a less developed country where there might be
no funds to deploy expensive, technically advanced devices. Therefore,
the system should also perform satisfactorily on devices with lower per-
formance.

3.1.7 Security and privacy
The intended use of the system is to monitor sleep parameters of users.
The data which is going to be collected is health data which requires
a specific handling concerning security and privacy. Since, a device
running the system can be connected to the Internet at any time, it is
exposed for different remote attacks. The system should prevent any
data leaks, because it can lead to situations where users health in-
formation can become available for unauthorized entities. Unauthor-
ized changes of data are also undesirable, since they can lead to wrong
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results of performed analysis and wrong conclusions. The data from
sensor wrappers should be collected, stored, and used in a secure way
and should provide mechanisms of access control.

3.2 High level design
This section discusses design choices, which aim to meet as good as
possible all requirements presented in the previous section. Both ad-
vantages and disadvantages of possible solutions are discussed, such
that the best, final solution can be implemented.

3.2.1 Pull vs push based solution

Figure 3.2: Pull-based data flow architecture.

Figure 3.3: Push-based data flow architecture.

The data and the data flow constitute the essence in this system,
therefore we start the design process with determining the data flow
strategy. A data flow is a stream of data packets from a producer to
a consumer controlled by one of them. There exist two fundamental
options, either pull-based or push-based direction, depending on who
controls the streaming of packets. The first mentioned architecture
involves a kind of temporary storage, which takes care of all data it
receives, until they are requested by a consumer. As shown in Figure
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3.2, the consumers control the stream by requesting every data packet
they want to receive and a data packet is only send further if it is picked
up by some of consumers. On the other hand, in a push-based system
(see Figure 3.3) all packets in a producer are immediately send further
to consumer. In this case, there is a producer witch controls the sending
of packets.

In the first solution, it is necessary to allocate a buffer with appro-
priate size, which will manage received packets until they are picked
up. In addition, a storing and pick up mechanism, which allows other
applications to access packets from wanted channels and sensor boards
has to be developed. This solution has also to control who has received
a packet and can not remove a packet from the buffer until every con-
sumer of this type of packet has received this packet. It will be a big
challenge, because the receiving speed and consuming speed can be
very varying and depends on the current activity of other components
running on the device. The mechanism of storing and retrieval will be
relatively large, consume a lot of processing power and cause inadvis-
able overhead.

The second solution, i.e., the push-based architecture is quiet easier.
Unlike in a pull-based system, modules from the application part does
not have to request data packets in order to receive data. Data packets
are immediately send to all applications, which subscribe on this kind
of data type. In contrast to the pull-based solution, this mechanism
does not need to store any data packets in any buffer, manage these
packets and take care of them until someone picks them up. In the
push-based mechanism every data packet which arrives is just tempor-
ary stored in process memory and the mechanism has to go through
all subscriptions and send immediately the arrived packet to those
consumers that have subscribed to the data stream. In that way, the
complicated pull-based version can be replaced with much easier one,
which ensures much better performance and less memory usage.

After reviewing all the requirements it is quite easy to conclude,
that the developed system should be as fast as possible and should
provide best performance and avoid unnecessary resource usage. The
streaming of data from sensors match much better with a push model,
therefor the further design of the system follows a push-based archi-
tecture.
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3.2.2 The naive solution

The most naive solution would be to modify the acquisition wrapper
and add all needed features described in the requirements inside the
existing code. With such a solution, many of the functional require-
ments can be satisfied. Such a product would be able to deliver data
packets to recipients, but it would fail on several requirements such
as a clear structure, extensible code and architecture, and decoupled
parts. In such a solution, every supported acquisition wrapper has to
contain the same code and each time some modification of this code is
needed, they have to be applied to every acquisition wrapper individu-
ally. As we can see, this solution does not satisfy a lot of requirements
for the system and will therefore not be followed.

To improve the solution described above, it is necessary to take a
look on the requirements one more time. By extracting only the func-
tional requirements it should be quite easy to see which elements with
what responsibility are needed and it helps us to modularite our ar-
chitecture. First, a model of all available data channels has to be im-
plemented. Second, a mechanisms cloning the data packets from one
channel is needed to allow reusing of data across modules. Thirdly,
other modules must have the possibility to choosing which channels
they want to receive data from and to publish their own data. The three
main tasks correspond to elements that our solution builds on. They
are called sensor-capability model, demultiplexer(DMUX) and publish-
subscribe mechanism. The sensor-capability model is a representation
of all distinct data types and a capability object contains all available
information about the channel it describes. One data type is distrib-
uted via one channel. Every sensor board can read and send at least
one type of data to the mobile device. The main task for the imple-
mentation which is going to use the data acquisition tool is to discover
and control every available data type, such that they can be provided
to modules from the application part at anytime. The demultiplexer
is a kind of data copier, which receives data packets from one input,
in this case from one channel, and duplicates the channel a number of
times. The number of duplication corresponds to the number of sub-
scribers on the channel. In practice, channel demultiplexing is reached
by copying every data packet received from the channel and sending
it to every application which has declared interest in this channel.
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The publish-subscribe element is an interface, responsible mainly for
providing possibilities to become a subscriber or publisher and to ter-
minate being subscriber or publisher. In addition, every module from
the application part will be able to see all capabilities presented by the
sensor-capability model via this interface and choose a frequency the
data should be collected with. These three elements together consti-
tute the data streams dispatching module and we are going to discuss
how these modules should cooperate with each other to create a solu-
tion which meets requirement.

Figure 3.4: Architecture of solution which modifies the acquisition
part.

The naive solution, mentioned above, is shown in Figure 3.4 on Page
61. It is quite obvious to see, that this architecture involves code duplic-
ation and a lot of double work for modules in the application part. The
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data streams dispatching part is embedded in a sensor wrapper and it
means, that this part has to be adapted and customized to every single
wrapper separately. Such a solution moves a lot of work to modules
in the application part which use the wrappers. They have to discover
every wrapper them self, deal separately with each of them and each
module in the application part must go through all channels from all
wrappers every time it finds a specific data type. This architecture
scores also low on transfer speed and efficiency. Since, there does not
exist any synchronization mechanism between neither modules from
the applications part or data streams dispatching modules in different
wrappers, it is possible that undesirable case occurs.

When it comes to selecting of sensor wrapper which will be used to
collection of a specific data type it exists some different scenarios it is
necessary to consider. Dependent on what we are going to prioritize
we can design a solution which is optimized for performance and low
resource usage but does not give the choice possibilities to its clients.
Such a solution is desirable if we assume that a typical collection will
use only one sensor board or if more sensor boards is used it does not
matter which of them is used. Then, a client which want to subscribe
on a data type has to specify only the wanted data type without wor-
rying about which sensor wrapper data comes from. This solution will
give less overhead and use less resources in a case where two different
sensor wrappers is available and both provide at least one same data
type. Then, in proposed solution it will be impossible to collect data
types from two sensor wrappers if the same data types can be collected
from one wrapper. In that way, the system does not need to handle two
Bluetooth connections, manage two sensor wrappers separately, and
instead of receive two packets the data will be putted to one packet,
such that serialization is done only once.

Alternatively solution is the opposite of the first one and gives the
clients possibility to chose a sensor wrapper which will be used for col-
lection. This solution can lead to increased resource usage and de-
creased performance but the greater customization opportunities ex-
pands module’s usage. If a client can collect the same data types from
two different wrappers, the data streams dispatching module can for
example be used to compare precision, performance and other abilities
of sensors from different manufacturers. As described above, in some
special cases which deviates from the standard usage of the system
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such a solution can involve some disadvantages. The occurrence of a
case where the collection use two different wrappers with the same
sensors connected to them will occur very rarely in special circum-
stances. Since this solution gives many important benefits we decide
to design the system in that way.

3.2.3 Improved architecture
To resolve the problematic cases described above, a demultiplexing
component is placed between the application part and the wrapper
layer. Then, a publish-subscribe element and sensor-capability model
were moved to the application part. Such a solution resolves prob-
lems with overloading wrappers with work not related to collecting
data. The wrappers stay unmodified and all they have to do are to
collect and send data further to the demultiplexer. In this architec-
ture all sensor wrappers send data all the time on every channel they
have. The demultiplexing component receives these and every channel
is copied a number of times, depending on a number of connected mod-
ules from the application part such that, every module receives data
from all available channels at the highest speed. Every module from
the application part has to set up its own sensor-capability model, fil-
ter requested data packets from all channels and deal with collection
speed on its own. The Figure 3.5 on Page 64 illustrates this solution.

The arrows between all modules from the application part symbol-
ize connections between them, needed to exchange information. Since,
it does not exists any central register of all available sensors, every
application module has to find out itself which sensors are available
and populate its own sensor-capability model. All modules have to be
connected to each other because of the fact that the sensor-capability
model can be modified by for example a module which starts to publish
some data. The need of connections between every module from the
application part made this architecture very complicated and involves
a lot of overhead. Even if the presented architecture solves some of the
problems mention in the first naive solution, it brings unfortunately
new challenges. Now, a module from the application part is overloaded
with data streams dispatching work, rather than receiving data only
from selected channels and might be buried all the time with all avail-
able data. In addition, this architecture does not meet other require-
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Figure 3.5: Solution which add an extra layer with demultiplexer
between the acquisition part and the application part.

ments such as decoupled parts, easily extensible application layer and
dynamically controlled wrappers. To get closer a perfect solution we
modify the architecture one more time, such that more requirements
are satisfied.
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3.2.4 Final architecture

The conversion from the naive solution to the second solution resul-
ted in less overhead and lengthened the list of satisfied requirements.
By following the same pattern and moving some components related
to data streams dispatching from the application part down to the
layer in which the demultiplexing module is placed, we can reach a
reduction of tasks each module from the application part must per-
form. Modules in the application part perform only tasks inside of
their responsibility area and do not handle any data streams dispatch-
ing work. All moved components i.e. publish-subscribe mechanisms,
sensor-capability model and demultiplexer form a new part. All men-
tioned elements work together to provide high performance, meet as
many requirements as possible and ensure the simplicity of use for
modules from the application part and sensor wrappers. This archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 3.6 on Page 66 and the new component is
named "Data Streams Dispatching Module".

The connection between wrapper layer and the data streams dis-
patching part stay unchanged as in the previous solution. The only
difference is that instead of connecting directly to the demultiplexer,
wrappers are now connected to the whole component. The data streams
dispatching module discovers all installed wrappers and populates a
centralized, sensor-capability model, containing data types from all
sensors. In this way, all modules have access to the same common
sensor-capability model and we do not need to update the local sensor-
capability model in each module every time someone publish a new
data type. The publish-subscribe mechanism allows modules from ap-
plication part to subscribe on some capabilities with chosen speed. It
is possible to choose only from capabilities defined in sensor-capability
model. In addition, an application module can publish some data, for
other modules via the same interface. The demultiplexing element cop-
ies data packets, based on the state of publish-subscribe mechanism,
such that the packets are copied only as many times as there are sub-
scribers. All communication with other layers is performed via inter-
faces such that new instances, both in the wrapper part and applic-
ation part, can be added at any time, without the need of modifying
anything. This architecture makes the product very extensible and by
its modularity, becomes clear and easy to understand. The riddance of
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Figure 3.6: Architecture which includes expanded data streams dis-
patching part in the middle.

unnecessary tasks and fact that the data streams dispatching module
receives only the data packets which are requested by modules from the
application part, result in significant reduction in number of transpor-
ted data packets, hence less resources as processing power and battery
will be needed to perform collection of data. All data packets are send
to subscribers immediately, so the component does not need any buffer
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and complicated pick up mechanism for packets. This minimizes the
use of local storage and improves performance.

3.3 Data packets
The dispatching and transfer of data packets are very principal tasks of
this system. The data stream from sensors to application modules has
to handle potentially high frequency and different size of transferred
packets. An overview of packet contents and comparison of serializa-
tion formats is presented below.

In the context of application extensibility it is necessary to define
one data format which can be used by any sensor wrapper. For modules
from the application part it is critical to know what kind of data are
available and what they measure. Furthermore the transfer of data
packets should not consume unnecessary resources. Therefore, a data
packet has to contain only necessary information to not enlarge the
packet size unnecessarily, but it should also be possible to determine
the measurement context from a data packet alone. Therefore, the
data packet’s layout proposed by Gjøby in Chapter 4.3 of his Master
Thesis [14] will be continued with a small changes.

The proposition described by Gjøby contains two different types of
packets, a data packet and a meta packet. The meta packet, is send
as the first packet when a sensor wrapper receives a start-command.
Afterwords data packets, are send immediately after the meta data
packet and they stream until the sending wrapper receives a stop-
broadcast. Such a solution, allows the data streams dispatching mod-
ule to set up sensor-capability model only after starting the whole col-
lection process. Since, modules from the application part need some
time to get to know the available data types, select them, and subscribe,
the data streams dispatching module will be unnecessarily flooded by
all data packs.

In this architecture the sensor-capability model is populated under
start up of the component. In that way, a module from the application
part can get an overview of all available data types and decide which
ones to choose. Then by subscribing to the selected subset of chan-
nels in the data streams dispatching module the collection of only the
selected channels can be started. The goal of this approach is to min-
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imize unneeded data sampling and to reach this goal, the acquisition
part has to be modified and customized, such that the data streams
dispatching module knows all the information contained in meta pack-
ets before it starts collecting. So, the acquisition tool has to separate
sending of meta packet and data packet in a way, that makes possible
to receive only a meta packet, with all information about a wrapper. In
addition, this modification opens possibility for dropping the type field,
send in every single packet. The sensor wrapper will now distinguish
the type of requested packet and the way these two types are requested
on will be different, such that no additional field confirming the type is
needed. The exact description of these modifications will be completed
in next chapter.

The other, necessary change is modifying the date field in the data
packet. The data packet layout presented by Gjøby contains a field
named "time" which define measurement’s timestamp. This timestamp
is represented by hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds. To avoid
future inconvenience, regarding to exact time of measurement, it is ad-
visable to attach the date to the time field. The date format will follow
ISO8601:2004 standard, published by International Organization for
Standardization [19]. This format includes date with year, month, day,
followed by time with hour, minutes, seconds, milliseconds and is ended
with time offsets from UTC. If the time is in UTC, a ’Z’ character is ad-
ded directly after the time. But if some local time differ from UTC, the
offsets in number of hours is added instead of ’Z’. For example in sum-
mer time in Norway +02:00 will be added the offset for the timezone.
The remaining fields of the data packet presented by Gjøby remain un-
modified and it contains an id-field with the wrapper id number and
a data-field with an array, containing a combination of channel-id and
data value from all channels which someone subscribes to. The whole
data packet with all changes described above is presented in Listing 3.1
on Page 69. It is important to point out that the described data packet
layout is used for transfer of data from the data acquisition tool to the
data streams dispatching module. Because of the chosen architecture
and other design choices of the data streams dispatching module, the
data packets forwarded to subscribing applications look a slightly dif-
ferent, This is discussed in Section 3.4, after all topics necessary to
understand this choice are clarified.

To send data packets between components and probably via tha In-
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1 {
2 " id " : 0 ,
3 " time " : "2017−05−01T08:45:29.000+02:00 " ,
4

5 " data " : [
6 {
7 " id " : 0 ,
8 " value " : 0.04702734231375
9 } ,

10 {
11 " id " : 3 ,
12 " value " : −0.0457763671875
13 } ,
14 {
15 " id " : 4 ,
16 " value " : 5.8352808221632812
17 }
18 ]
19 }

Listing 3.1: JSON structure describing the data packet used between
the data acquisition part and the data streams dispatching part
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ternet the packets have to be serialized before sending and deserial-
ized on the other side on receipt. The serialization is the process of
writing some data object to a stream, while the deserialization is a re-
verse process which rebuilds the stream back into a data object with
the same structure and content as the original one. There exists a
lot of applications that automate this task. Two of the most popular
and widely used formats for serialization are JavaScript Object Nota-
tion (JSON) [26] and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [13]. Gjøby
has compared both of these formats in his Master Thesis [14, p. 59]
and concluded that the JSON is a faster alternative to XML, is human
readable, there exists a lot of good libraries, which makes it easy to
use. Therefore, JSON was chosen. The JSON format fits also the re-
quirements and presented architecture for the data streams dispatch-
ing module, therefore this strategy is adopted.

3.4 Sensor-capability model
The wrapper layer supports different wrappers, providing measure-
ment of many data types from a lot of sensors. It is required that
the developed application has to allow the simultaneous use of several
wrappers and allow collecting data from selected channels only. Every
wrapper object is an independent unit which represents a sensor board.
To simplify the use of channels across the sensor boards, it is inevitable
to systematize all available data types with all available information
about each of them in one or another way.

The most intuitive solution is to create a neat and clear model rep-
resenting a single sensors connected to a sensor board. Following this
lead, an object describing a physical sensor board and all its properties
is the desirable choice. To follow the nomenclature chosen by Gjøby in
his thesis, the name of described object is "Wrapper". Inside the Wrap-
per object the following information that describe the properties of the
wrapper are available:

• wrapper id - id received from the sensor wrapper in wrapper layer,

• wrapper name - name received from the sensor wrapper in wrap-
per layer,
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• number - sequence number defined by the data streams dispatch-
ing module, which will be unique for each wrapper,

• frequencies - array of available speeds the wrapper can collect
data with, and

• capabilities - array of capability objects, representing the connec-
ted channels.

Simple sensors which corresponds to channels, are presented as
capability objects. The following fields are placed inside this object:

• channel id - id defined by wrapper object on wrapper layer, unique
for each channel connected to same wrapper,

• data type - type of data this channel provide,

• data metric - metric data is measured with,

• description - short description of channel,

• wrapper - pointer to wrapper object, representing the physical
sensor board which channel belongs to,

• frequency - current frequency of data collection on this channel,

• packet counter - number of send packs, and

• subscribers - list of applications subscribing on this Capability
with wished collecting frequency.

A capability object receives data only from the channel it repres-
ents. Given the information of the capability object, a potential sub-
scriber knows everything about the channel it subscribes to. There-
fore, the data packet can contain only these values which are specific
for a measurement, also the date, and the measurement value. As we
can see in Listing 3.1 on Page 69, a data packet from a wrapper con-
tains an array with id-value pair, which represents measurement from
one channel. These id-values pairs have to be separated in the data
streams dispatching module and need to be delegated to their corres-
ponding capability objects as new packets. As described in Section 3.3,
each data packet has to contain a precise date field in addition to a
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1 {
2 " idw" :0 ,
3 " idc " : 0 ,
4 " time " : "2017−05−01T08:45:29.000+02:00 " ,
5 " value " : 0.04702734231375
6 }

Listing 3.2: JSON structure describing the data packet used between
the data streams dispatching part and applications modules

measurement value. Therefore, the date value has to be added to each
object from array. We have to take into account that a module from the
application part may need data from more than one channel and it is
necessary to mark these packets such that the module can recognize
incoming packets. There exist two solutions for this problem. The first
one involves that every packet contains both wrapper id and channel id
and the second one means, that applications have to use one instance of
a communication mechanism for one capability object. The first solu-
tion is much more transparent and does not require the creation of
many communication instances which has anyway to be managed and
controlled inside the application. It is also more intuitive to have only
one communication instance for each application, therefore the first
solution is chosen. To make recognition of packets from different chan-
nels possible, each data packet forwarded to a capability object has to
include the following fields:

• "idw" - wrapper’s id,

• "idc" - channel’s id,

• "time" - date and time of measurement, and

• "value" - measurement value.

In this way, it is possible to use the data and understand its meaning
based on the information in the packet. Such a packet, can be send
further to a subscriber. The final packet layout is presented in Listing
3.2
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All Capability objects representing sensors connected to a sensor
board appear in an array defined inside the Wrapper object represent-
ing the sensor board. The data streams dispatching module contains
an array with Wrapper objects which represent all available sensor
boards and in this way a desirable systematization is created. The data
streams dispatching module can in any time after initialization share
all available data types it can offers to any application which requests
this. In addition, the mentioned Wrapper array can be updated in run
time without affecting work of applications using the data streams dis-
patching module.

It is highly likely that the modular architecture model, which so
far characterizes this project, can also be applied further on the ap-
plication layer. One possible scenario is a solution which for example
involves various analyze/visualization modules, a database module and
server-communication module. Such a case would require communica-
tion between these modules. To facilitate the exchange of data between
modules from application layer, the sensor-capability model can be ex-
tended to contain capability objects which provide data from logical
sensors in addition to data from physical sensors. In this case, a lo-
gical sensor is an application which provides some kind of data and
every other application can subscribe to this channel, in the same way
as they do with data from physical sensors. An application can decide
for itself what type of data it provides and at what frequency. Every
distinct data type is represented by a capability object and all those ob-
jects are added to a logical wrapper which includes all logical sensors.
In this way, an user can easy add new modules and configure these to
cooperate together, as he wish. For example, data from physical sensors
can be analyzed in one module and be picked up by database module
which stores them in a database or be visualized by some other module.
Such a solution, leaves all dispatching related task to the data streams
dispatching module and is achieved with a few methods in the publish-
subscribe interface, which is broadly discussed in the next section.

3.5 Publish-subscribe service design
The organization of sensor-capability model enables all applications to
get easily an overview of all available capabilities. The next step is
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to design a mechanisms to control the forwarding of data packets to
one or several recipients which have declared wish to receive them. As
discussed in the requirements and architecture chapter, it is advisable
to minimize unnecessary packet traffic and at the same time allow all
applications to receive packets from a selected subset of the available
channels. To achieve this, it is necessary to either link every recipient
with a list of channels they subscribe on, or add a list of subscribers
to already existing capability object. The first solution, is a little prob-
lematic because of the necessary search through the table. Every time
a new packet arrives, the whole table has to be scanned. It will never
be a hundred of recipients using the data streams dispatching module
simultaneously but even a few recipients where each of them contains
a list of capabilities which has to be crawled every time a packet ar-
rives is enough to cause a bottle neck. In a case, where the system
collect data at the speed like 1000 packets per second, there had been
necessary to crawl the capability list of each recipients 1000 times per
second. This results in a lot of unnecessary overhead and has to be
optimized as best as possible to not constitute a thin bottleneck of the
whole system.

It is important to mention, that even though a lot of applications
will use the data streams dispatching module, there are never more
subscribers than packets. In practice, there are many times more pack-
ets per second the component has to deal with, than all subscribers
together. A typical collection will involves from 1 to five subscribers
and handle from 10 to 1000 packets in a second. Instead of searching
through a common subscriber table and lists of channels, all applica-
tions subscribing on a channel, can be placed inside the corresponding
channel object. Such a solution reduces number of lists which has to be
crawled for relevant recipients to one list. When a new packet arrives,
a method inside the capability object is called to handle the sending of
the packet to subscribers. Since, a capability object contains a list of
subscribers interested in the data from this channel, the next step is
to send the packet to all subscribers from the list. To be exact, both
in the first solution where we need to crawl the capability list to each
subscriber and in the second with capability object containing all sub-
scribers of a channel, we need to perform an additional computation be-
fore sending, to calculate the speed for each subscriber (described more
detailed in the next section). In the solution, which moves subscribers
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to a capability object, every new packet is send to every subscriber,
without wasting time to unnecessary searching through tables and list
to look for the right recipients. Therefore, this method is selected.

As mentioned earlier, a publishing mechanism will also be a part of
the data streams dispatching part. Even though it will not be any dif-
ference in how physical and logical sensors are presented in the sensor-
capability model (omitting the wrapper type they are connected to), the
way the logical sensors are created will differ a lot. It is in fact the pub-
lisher who has to take initiative to declare readiness to provide some
data type and has to deliver all available information about these data.

The publish-subscribe mechanism should define a way to warn sub-
scribers if some of used wrappers have been updated. A warning should
be send as fast as possible to ensure that all modules know for example
that one of channels has been disconnected. In a case, where a wrap-
per is updated with an additional channel, all current subscribers have
to remain as subscribers in the updated wrapper. This allows to keep
all application’s work unaffected and avoids unnecessary interruptions
and re-connections. On the other hand, if one of the channels becomes
unavailable, every application subscribing on this channel has to be in-
formed. Such a solution, makes it easy to know what is going on, e.g.,
whether there is it a temporary delay in the packets transfer or is the
connection with used wrapper completely broken. Then, every affected
application can decide self what to do and which action to take. To be
precise and avoid a situation in which a call to the subscribe method for
some reason was stopped while the caller wait and expect data packets,
a return value should be returned. Such a command will be a kind of
confirmation that a request came forward properly.

To make the data streams dispatching module extensible and easy
to use an interface containing following methods:

• subscribe - for subscribing on selected channels,

• unsubscribe - for unsubscribing of given channels,

• overview - for an overview of all available channels,

• publish - for publish a data type, and

• stop publish - for stopping the publishing of a data type.
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Such a solution is optimal performance-wise and will be very desirable
considering future modifications and new applications that is going to
use this tool.

3.6 Demultiplexing of data and collection
speed

One of the requirements described the need to select collection fre-
quency by applications using the data streams dispatching module. To
enable this possibility a mechanism controlling the speed should be de-
signed. The design choice for the interaction of application modules
with sensor wrappers through the data streams dispatching module
and its placement leave no other choice than putting this mechanism in
the data streams dispatching module. The speed controlling mechan-
ism has to allow many applications to receive data simultaneous from
same channel at different speed. It means, that a sensor board has to
collect data, at least, at the highest speed expected by subscribers. A
channel object receives an amount of data packets per second, but not
all subscribers should receive all these packages, unless they expect
the same speed of collection. Therefore, the speed controlling mech-
anism should cooperate with the demultiplexing mechanism such that
received data packet will be send to the right recipients. To achieve
this, it is necessary to numerate the received packets in some inter-
vals. This value will be used only locally and will not be stored in the
data packets. Based on expected speed to each subscriber, packet num-
ber and wrapper speed it will be possible to mathematically compute
which subscriber should receive which packet. The mathematical ex-
pression looks as follows:

cast = 〈pack number〉 % 〈current frequency〉
〈expected collection speed〉

(EQ1)

When a new packet arrives the data streams dispatching module,
it is stamped with a packet number and the dispatching mechanism
goes through all expected collection speeds declared by subscribers to
compute, whether to send a packet to a subscriber or not. If it calcu-
lates the value of cost according to Equation (EQ1) is equal 0, it means
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that the packet with pack number will be send to every subscriber that
wants to receive data packets at the speed used in the equation (expec-
ted collection speed). On the other hand, if the value of cost is not equal
0, then the packet will not be send to these subscribers. An example
illustrating how the presented equation works is shown on Figure 3.7,
on Page 77. Data packets marked with green color are send to cor-
responding subscriber, but they marked with red color are not. As we
can see, Subscriber 1 awaits 10 packs/sec, since current frequency of
the wrapper is also 10 packs/sec, every data packet has to be forwar-
ded to this subscriber. Subscriber 2 wants to receive packets at speed
2 packets/sec, so every fifth packet should end up there. Subscriber 3
expected speed is 5 pack/sec, it means that every second packet will
be send to this subscriber. The used equation is correct also for other
wrapper frequencies. All variables used in this equation are strictly
related to and unique for each Capability object, therefore they have
been defined inside this object.

Figure 3.7: Dispatching of data packets for a Capability object, receiv-
ing data from wrapper at speed: 10 packs/sec.
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Chapter 4

Android specific design and
implementation

In this section, the Android specific design and implementation of the
data streams dispatching module are presented. All important pro-
gramming choice are widely discussed and shown with code listings.
The complete code written in context of this thesis is uploaded to fol-
lowing github repository: https://github.com/prezemyb/DMMS.

4.1 Interprocess communication
As described in the "Introduction and background" part, to increase se-
curity and safely manage application resources, the Android OS runs
each application in its own process. This project’s functionality is split
into several applications which cooperate with each other and provide
services to other application. Therefore, the interprocess communica-
tion (IPC) represents a significant part of this thesis.

The Android operating system is based on three IPC mechanisms.
These are Binder, Intent and ContentProvider. To enable packet ex-
change via the data streams dispatching module, one of these should
be used. Binder is a mechanisms which allows a process to remotely
call methods, running in another process, i.e., it is a remote procedure
call (RPC). Intent is an asynchronous message which allows applica-
tion components to pass data to or request functionality from other
Android components. ContentProvider is the interface responsible for
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connecting data in one process with code running in some other pro-
cess. It encapsulates data and make it possible to define security rules
for access to these data.

As presented in the previous chapter which analyzed requirements
and high level design, there is the need for an interface which can
provide access to data packets for other applications running in other
processes. Based on these information it seems like a ContentProvider
fits well. If the ContentProvider was chosen, the developed tool had to
store all packets it receives and implement the interface to make the
data packets accessible, such that they can be picked up by other ap-
plications. Such a solution characterizes a pull-based architecture, but
in Chapter 3.2 it was decided that a push-based architecture will be
followed. This means that packets should be send immediately when
they arrive into the data streams dispatching module. The Content-
Provider solution does not avoid storing of data packets and does not
follow the design decisions made in the previous section. Therefore this
mechanism is not desirable.

By using Intent it is possible to send data to other Android compon-
ents based on an instance of the Bundle class which an Intent can con-
tain. There exists two types of Intent: an Intent with directly defined
target component, called explicit Intent, and an Intent which con-
tains a specific action which should be performed, called implicit
Intent. The first one is delivered only to the component defined in
the Intent, while the second one is send to all components which are
registered in the system to receive messages with this action. This
is possible to add additional information to an Intent, in form of key-
value pairs. A key in this pair is always of type String, while value
can be one of the primitive data types: String, Parcelable, Serializable,
or Bundle. As such the mechanism of sending an Intent fits our needs
pretty fine. Applications could declare willingness to receive data from
some channels and the data streams dispatching module could send an
explicit Intent containing data packets directly to the subscribing ap-
plication. However to pass an object with a type that is not supported
by the Bundle class it is necessary to implement either Serializable or
Parcelable. A JSON object could also be converted to a string object
and send directly via an Intent, but there exist one fact which was not
mentioned about Intent. The data exchange done by this mechanism
is actually implemented with the Binder. Instead of using a mechan-
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ism which is not customized for our needs, it’s better to develop our
own solution which fits best, especially if it concerns data transferring
which is a critical part of the whole project. It is possible to use the
Binder directly and customize it to perform as best as possible.

Hsieh et al. evaluate in [18] ContentProvider, Intent and Binder
comparing theirs CPU usage, memory usage and latency. The measure-
ments were performed on an older device (Samsung SGH-T959 Galaxy
S) with Android 2.2 operating system installed. As we can read in the
mentioned paper, the Binder mechanism performs best of all compared
IPC solutions. The Binder wins in all three categories, with lowest
CPU usage, lowest memory usage, and lowest latency when the pay-
load is less or like 4KB. The Intent reveals the worst achievements
in every measurement on every packet size used in this experiment.
ContentProvider performance compared with other IPC mechanisms,
increases proportionally with increasing packet size. When a payload
increases to around 16KB, the Binder performs like the ContentPro-
vider in latency, better in memory usage, and loses in CPU usage. Fur-
thermore, in experiments with a payload bigger than 16KB the Con-
tentProvider and Binder use the same amount of memory, but when it
comes to latency and CPU usage, the ContentProvider is a clear win-
ner.

Another article, ‘Performance analysis and optimization of inter pro-
cess communication in Android’ [32] from 2016, confirms the results of
experiment described in [18]. Devices used in this experiment have
different hardware and run different versions of the Android operat-
ing system. The Binder was compared to TCP/IP socket with respect
to characteristic values like transmission delay and bandwidth, as the
basis for IPC. This paper concludes that the Binder is relatively stable
in the transmission of small data packets. The authors of this article
have also analyzed the Binder implementation very deeply. They found
that the Binder uses a global kernel lock which ensures security of con-
currency. Since this is a global lock and processes using Binder have
to wait for each other, it causes a significant performance reduction.
In addition, the authors propose a modification of Binder which res-
ults in a performance increase of approximately 20%. More about this
improvement is described in the "Future work" chapter.

Both papers confirm that the Binder works very good as IPC mech-
anism for smaller packets. The reason to this trait is that the size of the
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kernel buffer is equal to 4KB (in Android versions used to tests). Trans-
ferred packet sizes which exceed the size of the initial buffer cause a
situation where allocation of a temporary buffer is inevitable. This op-
eration involves additional allocation and new memory release which
has to be made every time a packet exceeding 4KB in size is send. It
is important to point out, that the kernel buffer stores not only the
transmitted packet data but also all headers used to perform a remote
procedure call by a process. In the source code of Android [29], the
method writeInt32 is used to write RPC headers, so it means that to
avoid initial kernel buffer overflow, the data payload should not exceed
4 KB - 32 bits, i.e., 31 968 bits.

The data packet layout presented in Section 3.3 assures that pack-
ets transmitted from the data stream dispatching module to subscribers
will never exceed 100 bits. According to [18] and [32], this packet size
cooperates very well with the Binder and provides the best perform-
ance in packet transfer. In addition, it is possible to implement the
communication interface with the application part customized for the
needs of the data streams dispatching module. Therefore, our solu-
tion uses the Binder as the main IPC mechanism to transfer pack-
ets between processes. There exists two ways of implementing Binder
IPC, the first one is the Android Interface Definition Language, and
the second one is Messenger. To use the Messenger, a Handler which
responds to incoming messages has to be defined. Via this Handler an
IBinder object is shared with clients which can use it to contact the
service. This IPC mechanism is of synchronous type and can handle
only one message at time. All client requests issued to a specific ser-
vice which uses Messenger are added to a corresponding queue and
picked up request after request, because all message managing work
is done via one single thread. The Messenger solution is therefore very
easy to use since no mechanism ensuring thread safe concurrency is
needed. Unfortunately, the inability to handle several messages simul-
taneously will lead to a bottleneck in a critical part of the data streams
dispatching module. Therefore, the Messenger disqualifies as an op-
timal IPC choice. In contrast to synchronous Messenger, there exists
a second possibility which uses the Binder Android Interface Defini-
tion Language (AIDL). This IPC mechanism converts process objects
to primitives which are understandable by the operating system and
passes them between processes. To use the AIDL it is necessary to
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define an programming interface for both client and service. A call to
this interface is a direct function call and a call from a local process is
executed in the same thread that is making the call. If a call is made
from a remote process, it will be dispatched from a thread pool inside
the process. The AIDL is therefore able to handle multiple messages
at the same time, but a solution using it has to be completely thread
safe to avoid all concurrency conflicts. This solution meets all require-
ments presented in Chapter 3.1 concerning data packet transport and
will therefore be implemented.

4.1.1 AIDL Interface

1 import java . u t i l . List ;
2

3 in ter face MainServiceConnection {
4 void putJson ( in String json ) ;
5 int Subscribe ( String capabi l i tyId , int frequency , String

componentPackageName , String componentClassName ) ;
6 void Unsubscribe ( String capabi l i tyId , String

componentClassName ) ;
7 String Publish ( String capabi l i tyId , String type , String

metric , String descr ipt ion ) ;
8 void Unpublish ( String capabi l i tyId , String key ) ;
9 List <String > getPublishers ( ) ;

10 }

Listing 4.1: AIDL interface containing all method signatures needed
for communication with the data streams dispatching module.

To define an AIDL interface, a file with extension ".aidl" has to be
created. This file is an ordinary interface implemented in the Java
programming language, containing method signatures and has to be
placed in the source code directory "src/directory" in both the service
and other application that want to use the service via binding to it. As
described in Chapter 3.5, the data streams dispatching module has to
provide the necessary methods to make the interaction with the applic-
ation part possible. These methods, or exactly said theirs signatures,
have to be included in the .aidl file. Listing 4.1 on page 83 presents the
complete interface.
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Under application building, the Android SDK generates a Java file,
with the same name as the created .aidl file, which includes a sub-
class named Stub, being an abstract implementation of its parent in-
terface and declaring all methods defined in the .aidl file. The gener-
ated Binder interface has to be extended in the data streams dispatch-
ing module and implements all inherited methods defined in the .aidl
file. By implementing these methods as needed, a developer can decide
how a hosting component will be used by clients. Extending the Binder
interface for communication with the data streams dispatching module
is shown in Listing 4.2 on Page 84. In that way, an instance of the Stub
class defining the remote procedure call interface is created and can be
presented for clients.

1 f i n a l MainServiceConnection . Stub binder = new
MainServiceConnection . Stub ( ) {

2

3 / *
4 * Declarations of a l l methods l i s t e d
5 * inside the inter face from . a id l f i l e .
6 * /
7

8 } ;

Listing 4.2: Extending the Binder interface.

To enable other components to use the implemented interface, the
data streams dispatching module has to present it in some way. De-
pended on which component type the data streams dispatching mod-
ule will be, there exists different solutions, but in each of them every
client which wants to communicate with it has to get access to the im-
plemented, extended Binder variable. Precise instructions on how the
interface is presented are given in Section 4.2, after the decision about
which Android component type the data streams dispatching module
should be is taken.

4.1.2 Intent
Data packet transport is critical for the data streams dispatching mod-
ule and as discussed above, the Binder with AIDL implementation will
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be used. However, the developed tool has also to perform IPC to achieve
other goals than sending packets. To be able to receive data packets
at all, the data streams dispatching module has to discover available
sensor wrappers, installed on the device. Existing wrappers should
be installed on the device but they can stay turned off until the data
streams dispatching module starts to use them. As described in the
"Requirements" chapter, discovering of available sensor wrappers has
to be executed under startup of the data streams dispatching module.
This will allow to populate properly the sensor-capability model such
that it contains all available data types and frequencies before some
application begin using it. The discovery process does not need to start
installed wrappers, but has to extract following information in some
way: theirs name, data types they can provide, and available frequen-
cies. In order to start the collection of data, discovered sensor wrappers
have to be started. This operation is also initiated by the data streams
dispatching module.

All these properties require a mechanism, that is able to find all
installed modules having a specific property defined. This mechanism
should also be able to extract some information from these modules
and start them. Due to very rare execution of mentioned discovery op-
eration, the performance criterion of the used mechanism is irrelevant.
In reality, this kind of work will be done under startup and later at
relatively large time intervals to eventually update wrappers state. In
this case, the best fitting and very flexible solution is to use an Intent.
The only assumption which makes this mechanism work is that every
sensor wrapper has to define an Intent filter to listen on right type
of broadcast Intents. If this is fulfilled, the data streams dispatching
module will be able to discovery every installed wrapper and manage
their state. How this mechanisms is implemented in this project will be
described in Section 4.3 which concerns the discovery of sensor wrap-
pers.

4.2 Android application components
Application components available in the Android operating system are
presented in the Introduction part. In this section, a substantiation
about which of them will be used and why they are needed is given.
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Figure 4.1: Android components composing the data streams dispatch-
ing module and components from the data acquisition tool they cooper-
ate with.

Activity, Service, Broadcast Receiver, and Content Provider are com-
ponents that can be used. Each of those essential Android building
blocks provides distinct functionality and is used in different contexts.
Therefore, we have need to analyze which component is best suited
for the different tasks. The High level design chapter together with
the Requirements chapter define precisely what kind of functionality
is needed and what has to be done by each component which compose
the whole application. Based on this information and the description of
each application component, it is quite intuitively to select the best ap-
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plication component. In addition, the choice concerning the IPC mech-
anism discussed above and the existing work on wrapper layer signi-
ficantly restricts selection possibilities. In ‘Extensible data acquisition
tool for Android’ [14] Gjøby described the sensor wrapper implement-
ation as a Service with a separated thread designated to the commu-
nication with a data source. The mentioned Service has been designed
to bind itself to another Service and stream data packets to it, so if the
data streams dispatching module is going to be implemented as a Ser-
vice component, no additional modification of the existing sensor wrap-
per code is needed. A component hosting the data streams dispatching
module should exhibit the following characteristics:

• can perform long running operations,

• can run in the background,

• can be started from other components (for example an Activity)
and keep running even if user switch the context, and

• can interaction with other components via IPC.

Since this component will be collaborating with the wrapper ser-
vices on the one side and modules from the application part on the
other side, it does not need any interface enabling direct user interac-
tion. Considering all given characteristics and requirements, the An-
droid component Service is the best alternative here and is used as
hosting component for the data streams dispatching module.

The sensor wrapper service implementation from Gjøby can be man-
aged, discovered, started and stopped by Intent. It receives a command
send in an Intent and responds to this command also with an Intent
message. The data streams dispatching module has to manage sensor
wrappers states and has therefore be able to broadcast commands via
Intent. Furthermore, it has to be able to receive responses in the same
form. To enable these possibilities, two additional Android compon-
ents have to be used, namely the Intent component and the Broadcast
Receiver component. Figure 4.1 on Page 86, illustrates these compon-
ents, how they are composed and how they cooperate with the data
acquisition tool implemented by Gjøby. A precise description of the im-
plementation of the chosen components is presented in the following
sections.
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4.3 Sensor wrapper discovery and manage-
ment

Sensor wrappers are implemented as Android Services and have to be
installed on the device before they can be adopted to use. Every sensor
wrapper has to declare two different Intents which correspond to com-
mands which will manage their state. In addition, they have to include
a third Intent which is used to discover sensor wrappers which are in-
stalled on the device. This section, presents how the discovery of wrap-
pers and managing of their states is performed in existing solution and
how it is modified to cooperate with the data streams dispatching mod-
ule to meet the presented requirements.

4.3.1 Implementation of the data acquisition tool

1 Intent intent = new Intent ( "com . sensordroid .HELLO" ) ;
2 sendBroadcast ( intent ) ;

Listing 4.3: Sending Hello-Intent to discovery installed Sensor
Wrappers.

1 public void onReceive ( Context context , Intent intent ) {
2 Intent respons = new Intent ( "com . sensordroid .WRAPPER" ) ;
3 respons . putExtra ( "NAME" , WrapperService .name) ;
4 respons . putExtra ( "ID" , context . getPackageName ( ) ) ;
5 context . sendBroadcast ( respons ) ;
6 }

Listing 4.4: Sending Hello-Intent to discovery installed Sensor
Wrappers.

The management and discovery of wrappers is widely discussed in
Gjøby’s master thesis and a pretty nice solution to these tasks is pro-
posed. The current version of a sensor wrapper service uses a simple
handshake protocol which allows the wrapper to be discovered by other
components. This protocol does not actually start the wrapper. It al-
lows only to see which wrappers are installed on the device. A com-
ponent which wants to discover sensor wrappers has to broadcast a
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"HELLO" Intent with a specified action, as shown in Listing 4.3. Then,
the Intent message is picked up by one or several wrappers, more pre-
cise by Broadcast Receiver component belonging to a wrapper. This
receiver is named "RespondReceiver" and its mission is to respond
to the "HELLO" message with a "WRAPPER" Intent which in addition
to specified action, contains also following information about the sensor
wrapper:

• "ID" - the package name of Sensor Wrapper Service, and

• "NAME" - the name of Sensor Wrapper Service class.

In that way, all installed sensor wrappers can be individually iden-
tified and based on the attached information be distinguished. The im-
plementation of the method which is called when "RespondReceiver"
receives a "HELLO" Intent is shown in Listing 4.4 on Page 88. But the
handshake protocol is not ended yet.

The "WRAPPER" Intent has to be picked up by the component that
initiated this conversation, such that it will be informed about the ex-
istence of the responding wrapper. Therefore, the data streams dis-
patching module has to contain the Broadcast Receiver component
which is set to intercept Intent messages with the following defined ac-
tion: "com.sensordroid.WRAPPER". Based on the information in the
received Intent message, the data streams dispatching module can for
example create a register of installed sensor wrappers or store them in
some other way. It is very important that at least the package name of
Sensor Wrapper Service, also "ID" element, is kept available for the
data streams dispatching module. This element enables management
of associated sensor wrapper service. As mentioned above, the man-
agement of the sensor wrapper service is also performed via Intent.

The action "com.sensordroid.START" starts a sensor wrapper
service, while the action "com.sensordroid.STOP" stops data ac-
quisition. The installed sensor wrappers listen for these commands all
the time. If a component sends such a message, it will be received by all
sensor wrappers and thus all sensor wrappers will start or stop depend-
ing on the defined action. Therefore, the data streams dispatching mod-
ule attaches the wrapper id of all sensor wrappers it has discovered to
the Intent message. In such a way, this attached value can be compared
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with local package name in "StartReceiver" and "StopReceiver"
in each sensor wrapper and if these two values are equal, a procedure
corresponding to the given action is initiated. The attachment of all
sensor wrapper ids has also an additional function, namely the order
they are listed informs the sensor wrapper which local identifier (from
now called index) was assigned to it in the data streams dispatching
module. If the "StartReceiver" finds its id on index 0 in the list of
wrapper ids, it means that all packets it sends have to be stamped with
this index.

4.3.2 Modification of existing solution
Two requirements make modification of existing data acquisition tool
implementation unavoidable. First, a sensor wrapper has to collect
data from channels with a frequency that can be changed under col-
lection. Second, the sensor-capability model has to be populated un-
der startup of the data streams dispatching module. These modifica-
tions comprise the handshake protocol, WrapperService and Commu-
nicationHandler.

Handshake protocol
In order to customize the behaviour of sensor wrappers to satisfy the
data streams dispatching module’s requirements, some parts of the
handshake protocol and management mechanism have to be modified.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, the data streams dispatching module
needs all information describing the wrapper and available channels,
before the whole wrapper starts. The current solution presented above
is thoughtful and works well, therefore the goals for the data streams
dispatching module can be achieved by small modifications of the hand-
shake protocol which are not too invasive. It means, that to receive
more information about the wrapper before it starts, the "WRAPPER"
Intent that is send as response to the "HELLO" Intent, is modified to
include the needed details. In this case, the changes are done in "Re-
spondReceiver", because it is there the "WRAPPER" Intent is com-
posed and send. The required data is located in "SettingActivity"
which is used to enter data about all simple sensors connected to a
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sensor board. To get access to data in this class, an predefined interface
for accessing preference data, implemented in "SharedPreferences"
class is used. This mechanism allows to store data as key-value pairs
and makes it possible to access them from anywhere in Android. To
access the required data, the key-value pairs have to be added to the
"SharedPreferences" from the class which controls the data. There-
fore, code to add the values which are needed in RespondReceiver is
placed in the "SettingActivity". The exporting of key-value pairs
to "SharedPreferences" is rather intuitive and is achieved by call-
ing one put method from the SharedPreferences.Editor object.
The key is always of type String, while the supported value types are
Boolean, Float, Int, Long, String, and Set<String>. The only missing
data not added to the SharedPreferences are the frequencies that
the sensor board can collect data with. These frequencies are placed in
an int array and since such a type is not supported by SharedPrefer-
ences.Editor, a conversion to one of the supported types is needed. It
is possible to either add one and one frequency, but then several unique
keys have to be defined, convert whole int array to the supported type
Set<String> or just concatenate values from the frequency array to one
string with comma-separated values. We select the last possibility and
use the StringBuilder class to effectively concatenate all values. The
produced String is added to SharedPreferences with the key: "fre-
quencies". On the other hand, in the RespondReceiver class both
all supported types (already added to SharedPreferences by Gjøby)
and the supported frequencies are accessed and converted respectively
to ArrayList<String> and ArrayList<Integer>. When it comes
to frequencies, the whole String that is picked up from SharedPref-
erences is split on "," and then each individual frequency is parsed to
an integer value. To access the data describing the supported types, a
solution presented by Gjøby is followed. This process involves receiv-
ing of connected data type identifiers from SharedPreferences and
getting preferences of corresponding channel from BitalinoTrans-
fer class which contains all possible types and metrics supported by
the sensor board. A description entered by user for every channel is
located in SharedPreferences and is accessed through this inter-
face. The "ID", "NAME" and these two arrays with frequencies and
data types are then putted to the "WRAPPER" Intent with keys respect-
ively named "FREQUENCIES" and "SUPPORTED_TYPES". In that way,
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the data streams dispatching module receives all required information
about sensor wrappers and can populate the sensor-capability model
properly before any collection is initiated.

"START" and "STOP" Intents
The next mechanism which is modified is the operation of informing
a sensor wrapper about which index was attached to it by sending all
discovered wrapper ids as a list in the "START" Intent. To find the
mentioned index a sensor wrapper has to go through this list and com-
pare its own id with all listed ids. This solution allows to start all
available wrappers, but not the chosen subset of wrappers. If we try
to start first one wrapper by adding only one wrapper id to "START"
Intent and send a new "START" Intent with some other wrapper id,
both of them send data packets signed with same wrapper index. Such
a solution is unacceptable and needs to be modified. The "START"
Intent should only be send with information concerning one wrapper
at a time. It contains a field named WRAPPER_NUMBER which denotes
the index attached to the wrapper, and this value is used to identify
every data packet from the wrapper. Every time a WrapperService
receives a "START" Intent, it has to compare WRAPPER_ID field with
its own package name to know that the received Intent is related to
it and can perform the correct operation using parameters that are
stored in the remaining fields. The requirements that a sensor wrap-
per has to collect data only on channels which someone subscribes on,
and that a sensor wrapper should not collect data on higher frequency
than needed are not independent of each other. The sensor wrapper
has to receive a "START" Intent in real time, because if someone sub-
scribes on a channel which is available but not yet used, a message
that starts collection on this channel needs to be send to the sensor
wrapper. To allow to start the chosen channels, the data streams dis-
patching module adds a channel id and a frequency to the Intent which
will start a sensor wrapper. With this change, a "START" Intent is not
only a command to start a sleeping wrapper, but also a command which
causes an update of channels and frequencies data is collected on. The
same is valid for the "STOP" Intent. It turns only one channel off at a
time. The id specified in the Intent determines the channel that should
be stopped. The data streams dispatching module takes care of all sub-
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scribers, channels and frequencies, such that it knows which channels
are on and which frequency a wrapper collect data on. This helps to re-
duce the sending of unnecessary Intents. For example the broadcasting
of a "START" Intent to start an already active channel or a "STOP" In-
tent before all subscriptions are removed are unnecessary and should
not happen. More about this mechanism is discussed in Section 4.4.

WrapperService and CommunicationHandler
The current solution of WrapperService, implemented by Gjøby col-
lects data on all connected channels defined in SettingsActivity by
the user. It has to be modified such that only a selected subset of con-
nected channels is used. This subset can anytime be modified in real
time and the changes should be applied immediately. When the current
version of WrapperService receives a start Intent, a new Thread is
created with the CommunicationHandler class which coordinates all
data collection processes by creating necessary objects and starting Da-
taHandler classes. One of the parameteres, named "chanelList",
passed from CommunicationHandler to the DataHandler defines a
list of active channels. This list is taken from SharedPreferences to
SettingActivity and the DataHandler collects data from channels
defined in this list. By changing this list and forcing the DataHand-
ler to update the used channelList, the goal of dynamically man-
aged channels can be achieved. The same modification is applied for
a frequency variable, which defines the frequency the wrapper collects
data with. This value is retrieved from SharedPreferences Set-
tingActivity and by changing it the wrapper frequency can be modi-
fied. As described above, the modified WrapperService class receives
Intents with current channelList and current frequency and these
values have to be presented for the CommunicationHandler. Since
the CommunicationHandler is part of the same package as Wrap-
perService, both values can be stored in the WrapperService as
protected variables to make it possible for the CommunicationHand-
ler to access them directly. The CommunicationHandler does not
need to read values of channelList and frequency from Shared-
Preferences. Instead these variables can be accessed from the Wrap-
perService. Such a solution makes it easy to update these values
immediately when an Intent with new values is arriving.
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When the new values for frequency and channelList are stored,
then the next step is to force the sensor board to use the new val-
ues instead of the old ones. To perform data collection with a sensor
board, the CommunicationHandler creates a BluetoothSocket and
a BitalinoDevice instance. The BitalinoDevice constructor takes
two values as parameters, a frequency and a channelList. This object
receives also the BluetoothSocket instance, passed as an argument
to a method defined inside the BitalinoDevice. To start data acquis-
ition the CommunicationHandler has to create a new DataHandler
object every time a new data sample has to be read. To construct this
object, a channelList has to be passed as one of arguments to the
constructor of DataHandler class. To enforce that data is read from
those channels that are listed in the updated channelList we have
to ensure that the created DataHandler uses the updated channel-
List. The BitalinoDevice does not contain any method for modify-
ing of frequency or channelList. However, the channelList value
is send with each data sample, while the frequency is passed to the
BitalinoDevice instance only once under the construction of the ob-
ject. To force the sensor board to change the frequency it is necessary to
delete the current BitalinoDevice, reset the current Bluetooth con-
nection, create a new BluetoothSocket and a new BitalinoDevice
with a new frequency. This is the only way to change frequency unless
the Bitalino-sensor implementation is changed and allows to modify
the frequency inside of the BitalinoDevice at run time. Since, this
modification requires changing of the Bitalino driver code, we imple-
ment the approach with re-connection and creating of a new Bitalin-
oDevice object.

All modifications described above allow to manage the acquisition
part as we need. Changing of the wrapper frequency and the list of
channels in real time is now possible. WrappersService, or more pre-
cise RespondReceiver, is now able to provide all information about
the sensor wrapper before the start of the data collection.

4.4 Data Streams Dispatching Service
As decided in Section 4.1, the data streams dispatching module is im-
plemented as a Service with AIDL interface as main IPC mechanism.
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To implement a Service object it is necessary to create a subclass of
Service and override callback methods that represent the functionality
of the components and manages its lifecycle. To make it possible for a
client to connect to the service, the onBind() method has to be defined.
In addition, all operations which have to be performed under creation
of the Service component and those that are used to clean up when the
component ends its existence have to be defined in respectively onCre-
ate() method and onDestroy() method. Additionally, we extent the
implementation of this component with an AIDL interface and a data
structure for the sensor-capability model.

4.4.1 Data-structure for sensor-capability model
The sensor-capability model has to include all available data types from
all available sensors on a device. A unique data type will be presented
as a Capability object and contains information about the channel
from which the corresponding data can be received. As presented in
Section 3.4, the structure of sensor-capability model is organized in a
way that reflect the connection of sensors to a sensor board. An object
representing a wrapper is therefore needed. All Capability objects
associated with this wrapper are placed inside this object in addition
to other information concerning this wrapper as provided collection fre-
quencies or a name of sensor board. To create this clear structure, both
a Capability class and a Wrapper class are implemented.

1 public c lass Capabil ity {
2

3 private int id ;
4 private String type ;
5 private String metric ;
6 private String descr ipt ion ;
7 private Wrapper wrapper ;
8 private int currentCapabilityFreq ;
9 private int packCounter ;

10

11 private HashMap<Integer , ArrayList <MainServiceConnection>>
subscribers ;

12

13 Capabil ity ( String id , String type , String metric , String
descript ion , Wrapper wrapper ) {
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14 th is . id = Integer . parseInt ( id ) ;
15 th is . type = type ;
16 th is . metric = metric ;
17 th is . descr ipt ion = descr ipt ion ;
18 th is . subscribers = new HashMap<Integer , ArrayList <

MainServiceConnection > >() ;
19 th is . wrapper = wrapper ;
20 th is . packCounter = 0;
21 th is . currentCapabilityFreq = 0;
22 }
23 }

Listing 4.5: Capability class with all information about the represented
channel and subscribers.

Listing 4.5 on Page 95 shows how the Capability class looks like.
A capability has an id of type integer and this field represents the
identification number of the channel given by the wrapper which has
this capability. Every channel within the same wrapper has unique
id number. The string field named "type" defines the type of collec-
ted data and the metric field tells the metrics which is used to take
the measurement. Furthermore, a string field containing a descrip-
tion of the channel is defined, and a pointer to the wrapper this chan-
nel is associated to. All values for these fields have to be send to the
class constructor as parameters. The Capability class defines also
two additional variables used locally, currentCapabilityFreq and
packCounter, both of integer type, which are set to 0 in the class
constructor. The last defined field is a HashMap with integer as key
and an array with MainServiceConnection objects as value. In this
HashMap, all subscribers of the channel are stored with a key corres-
ponding to the frequency they want to receive data with. All fields in
a Capability class are declared as private, so this class defines also
set- and get- methods to access these values.

1 public c lass Wrapper {
2 private String id ;
3 private String wrapperName ;
4 private int number ;
5 private ArrayList <Integer > frequencies ;
6 private int maxWrapperFreq ;
7 private int currentWrapperFreq ;
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8 private HashMap<Integer , Capability > c a p a b i l i t i e s ;
9 private Lock serviceLock ;

10

11 public Wrapper ( String id , String wrapperName , int number ,
ArrayList <Integer > frequencies ) {

12 th is . id = id ;
13 th is . wrapperName = wrapperName ;
14 th is . number = number ;
15 i f ( frequencies == null ) {
16 th is . frequencies = new ArrayList <Integer > ( ) ;
17 } e l se {
18 th is . frequencies = frequencies ;
19 }
20 th is . frequencies . add ( 0 ) ;
21 Col lec t ions . sort ( th is . frequencies ) ;
22 th is . currentWrapperFreq = 0;
23 th is . maxWrapperFreq = Col lec t ions .max( frequencies ) ;
24 th is . c a p a b i l i t i e s = new HashMap<Integer , Capability > ( ) ;
25 th is . wrapperLock = new ReentrantLock ( ) ;
26 }
27 }

Listing 4.6: Wrapper class containing Capability objects associated to
the wrapper.

The Wrapper class is presented in Listing 4.6 on Page 96. The con-
structor of this class requires four parameter: id, name, number, and
frequencies. The id field of type String represents the wrapper class id.
String value name represents the name of the wrapper. Number value
of type integer is an unique index number set by the data streams
dispatching module to every available wrapper. Finally, an ArrayL-
ist<Integer> frequencies contains available frequencies this wrapper
can collect data on. To minimize the chance for unforeseen behavior,
a test whatever given frequency array is a null object was added to
the constructor. If yes, a new array is created. Since, a wrapper can
be turned off when no one subscribes to it, it is necessary that the
frequency array contains a 0 value and this value is added in the con-
structor. Additionally, the Wrapper class defines also three local vari-
ables. An integer value maxWrapperFreq, which is just the highest
value from frequencies array. The next integer currentWrapperFreq
represents current frequency a wrapper collects data with. The last,
local variable is a HashMap capabilities, with an Integer as key and a
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Capability object as value. The collection of Capability objects will be
used every time a new packet from the wrapper arrives. If the collec-
tion is going on all channels of a wrapper, which has x channels, then
this collection will be searched x times every time a new packet from
this array arrives. To avoid this ineffective searching and to optimize
this step, a HashMap can be used, instead of some other form of list.
By using a HashMap, an object corresponding to a specified key will be
returned immediately and a substantial improvement of performance
can be reached. The channel id is used as key for the HashMap since
it is unique for all channels of one sensor board. All variables in the
Wrapper class are declared as private variables, so they are accessible
only within the Wrapper class. Therefore, it is necessary to declare
so-called get- and set- methods for each field which has to be accessed
and/or modified from outside of the Wrapper class.

All wrapper objects have to be stored in a way allowing efficient ac-
cessing for methods defined in the AIDL interface, because they both
add and remove subscribers from the Capability objects and dispatch
data streams packets to these objects. Therefore, they all are stored
in a HashMap and placed in the data streams dispatching module. All
wrapper objects are stored in this HashMap with an unique index num-
ber set by the data streams dispatching module to every sensor wrap-
per as key. This is the same number that is used in the wrapper id
field of data packets, so the dispatching mechanism can refer directly
to the right wrapper by using this number and since this is a HashMap,
a value coresponding to a given key will be returned without wasting
time with a search through a list. To control the distribution of unique
values to every new wrapper which is detected by the data streams
dispatching module, a static integer variable is defined and increment
when a new wrapper is added to the wrappers HashMap.

4.4.2 MainServiceConnection
The data streams dispatching service defines also a binder field of type
MainServiceConnection.Stub. This variable contains the implement-
ation of all methods defined in the AIDL interface. These methods
can be called via remote procedure call by clients which are bound to
this service. Due to security and confidentiality the implementation of
AIDL methods should not allow clients to do any modification directly
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on objects from the data streams dispatching service. Methods defined
in AIDL should take data as parameters, check whether the given data
has the right format, meets requirements and first then modify for ex-
ample the sensor-capability model following strictly defined rules. Do-
ing it in this way, we can verify input data and be sure that all fields
of some object contain only a valid values. A description of what each
method follows below.

PutJson

This method receives data packets as String parameter in Json format
from all sensor wrappers which send packets to the Data Streams Dis-
patching Service. The only work which is performed in this method is
adding the incoming data packet (received Json string) to the global Ar-
rayBlockingQueue<String>, such that the Thread responsible for dis-
patching of data packets can access the packet. Since, the MainService-
Connection interface is declared inside of the Data Streams Dispatch-
ing Service, the ArrayBlockingQueue<String> is visible for putJson()
method.

Subscribe

A client which wants to subscribe to some capability calls this method
with three parameters. The first one is capability id, composed by
wrapper index, ’-’ sign and capability id. This method has to split
these two values to access the correct wrapper and Capability objects
from the sensor-capability model and add a new subscriber. The second
parameter is frequency, which the caller want to receive data packets
with. The third parameter is iBinder interface which is implement-
ation of AIDL interface defined by the client. This interface has to
declare the putJson() method such that the data streams dispatching
service can send data to a client using this method. The iBinder para-
meter will be stored with frequency as key in the Capability object
corresponding to the id from the first parameter and is the only way
through which the Data Streams Dispatching Service can send pack-
ets to clients.
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Unsubscribe

This method is responsible for removing a subscriber from the sub-
scribers list associated to a capability. A caller has to send the same
values for capability id and iBinder object as used when subscribe
method was called. Based on these parameters, correct wrapper and
capability object is going to be found in the same way as in the sub-
scribe method. The iBinder object is removed from the subscriber list
and if the list of iBinders is empty after removing, the whole record
with corresponding frequency is removed from the subscribers HashMap
from the Capability object.

Publish

To publish some kind of data via the Data Streams Dispatching Service
it is necessary to call publish() method with following parameters. A
capability id of type String, a type of published data, metric of meas-
urement and additional description. This method is going to be used
only by logical sensors. Data provided by these sensors has to be rep-
resented as Capability objects and be added to the sensor-capability
model to be presented for all clients and allow them to access these
data in the same way as data from physical sensors. To implement
this, we have to create a logical wrapper which contains all capabilities
provided by logical sensors. When the publish() method is called a new
Capability object is created and added to the logical wrapper. Then all
other clients can subscribe to the newly added Capability and receive
data provided by the logical sensor. The return value of this method
is a randomly generated String, which is a kind of confirmation code.
This code is returned to the publisher and has to be used to stop pub-
lishing of this capability in the future. The Data Streams Dispatching
Service stores all these codes in an additional HashMap with the code
as a key and Capability object as a value. Such a solution increases
the security and the reliability of the service by ensuring that only the
client which created this capability and received the confirmation code
can stop publishing.
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Unpublish

This method receives a confirmation code as parameter and tries to find
it in the HashMap which stores confirmation codes. If the code exists
in the HashMap, the corresponding Capability object is removed from
correct wrapper in the sensor-capability model. Every subscriber is
informed with an appropriate message that the publisher stopped pub-
lishing the data, such that they know that the streaming is ended. In
the case where a given confirmation code was not found in the HashMap,
no action is performed.

GetPublishers

When clients of this service want to know all available capabilities they
can use this method. The returned value is of type List of Strings. Each
string contains following comma-separated information describing an
available capability: unique id, type, metric, description and maximal
wrapper frequency.

4.4.3 Dispatching of packets

When a packet arrives in the putJson() method, it is added to the Ar-
rayBlockingQueue<String>. Inside of the data streams dispatching
module a thread responsible for dispatching of data is declared. This
thread just takes one and one packet from the ArrayBlockingQueue
and dispatch values for each channel to corresponding capability. First,
the thread reads the wrapper index to the picked packet and call dis-
tributePackages(String json) method in the right wrapper object. The
argument sent as the parameter is a whole packet from the sensor
wrapper. For each channel, the data packet contains, the sendJson(
String json) method in the capability object corresponding to the chan-
nel is called. The parameter json represents the data packet contain-
ing only the value of the channel which the capability object repres-
ents. In the sendJson(String json) method in the capability object, the
data packet is sent to the proper receiver. When the thread finishes
dispatching of the data packet, it polls a new data packet from the Ar-
rayBlockingQueue<String> and repeats dispatching procedure.
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4.4.4 Concurrency and AIDL implementation
It is important to mention that all calls from sensor wrappers to Main-
ServiceConnection interface provided by the Data Streams Dispatching
Service are remote procedure calls performed from a remote process.
Such calls are dispatched from a thread pool inside of the Data Streams
Dispatching Service and it is necessary to ensure thread safety of these
calls. Different methods from the interface require different concur-
rency policy. For example, the subscribe method has to use a global
lock (named serviceLock in the source code) within the Data Streams
Dispatching Service, which ensures that two different modules sub-
scribing to the same capability always use the same sensor wrapper
although this capability is provided by two wrappers. The unpublish
method should also use the same lock to avoid cases described above.
Furthermore, the dispatching of data packets from the same sensor
wrapper should also be thread safe to ensure that the packet counter
is correct and hence, all speed measurement are correct.

A global lock implies worse performance and use of them should
be minimized. Therefore, it is desirable to implement a local lock
(named wrapperLock in source code) within each sensor wrapper. In
that way, a concurrent dispatching of packets from different wrappers
will be achieved and this results in better performance. To implement
the mechanism synchronizing threads, a Lock object imported from
java.util.concurrent.locks is used. Listing 4.7 on Page 102 shows the
implementation of the locking mechanism.

1 Lock lock = new ReentrantLock ( ) ;
2

3 lock . lock ( ) ;
4 try {
5 / * C r i t i c a l code * /
6 } catch ( ) {
7 / * Catching of excaption * /
8 } f i n a l l y {
9 lock . unlock ( ) ;

10 }

Listing 4.7: Locking mechanism using ReentrantLock from
java.util.concurrent.locks.
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4.4.5 Lifecycle handlers
The data streams dispatching module is implemented as an Android
service, therefore callback methods (which handle its lifecycle and al-
low clients to bind to it) have to be overridden. The key lifecycle meth-
ods are onCreate() method which is responsible to setup the service
with all needed variables and the onDestroy() method which properly
handles stopping and exiting of the service. The last method which
has to be overridden is onBind(), which is just simply return the imple-
mentation of AIDL interface to clients which are binding to the service.

1 public void onCreate ( ) {
2 wrapperIndex = 0;
3 wrappers = new HashMap<Integer , Wrapper >( ) ;
4 serviceLock = new ReentrantLock ( ) ;
5 ArrayList <Integer > frequencies = new ArrayList <Integer > ( ) ;
6 frequencies . addAll ( Arrays . asList (1 ,10 ,100 ,1000) ) ;
7 wrappers . put ( wrapperIndex , new Wrapper ( " LogicalWrapper " , "

MobileWrapper " , wrapperIndex , frequencies ) ) ;
8 wrapperIndex++;
9 registerReceiver ( ( wrapperReceiver ) , new IntentFi l ter ( "com .

sensordroid .ADD_DRIVER" ) ) ;
10 Intent intent = new Intent ( "com . sensordroid .HELLO" ) ;
11 sendBroadcast ( intent ) ;
12 toForeground ( ) ;
13 super . onCreate ( ) ;
14 }

Listing 4.8: Implementation of onCreate() method in the data streams
dispatching service.

The onCreate() method is shown in Listing 4.8 on Page 103. As we
can see, on service start up the wrapper HashMap forming the sensor-
capability model is initialized and the static variable wrapperIndex is
set to 0. The serviceLock variable which is initialized to be be a new
ReentrantLock object. The next four lines of the method create the lo-
gical wrapper which is added to the sensor-capability model as the first
wrapper and will contain all logical sensors. The next three lines of
code manually register a new Receiver to catch all Intents with the ac-
tion like "com.sensordroid.WRAPPER", which is send by the installed
sensor wrappers. Furthermore, a new Intent is created and send to
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wake up the available sensor wrappers. The penultimate line contain
a call to method responsible for holding the service alive over a long
periode (more about it in Section 4.5). Since, we just extend the exist-
ing parent class’s onCreate() method a call super.onCreate() is placed
at the bottom of the body.

1 public void onDestroy ( ) {
2 stopForeground ( true ) ;
3 unregisterReceiver ( wrapperReceiver ) ;
4 super . onDestroy ( ) ;
5 }

Listing 4.9: Implementation of onDestroy() method in the data streams
dispatching service.

Listing 4.9 on Page 104 shows the onDestroy() method. This code
is performed when the data streams dispatching service is exited. To
ensure a correct termination of the service, it should be removed from
the foreground state and all clients that still connect to the service
should receive an appropriate message explaining why the shout-off
event has occurred. At the end, it only remains to call the onDestroy()
method in the parents class, since we just extend this method and not
totally override it.

4.5 Dispatching data over a long period
This section discuses Android power saving features and presents pos-
sibilities to work around these mechanisms to prevent that the oper-
ating system stops some key components without whom the collection
and dispatching of data packets is impossible.

4.5.1 Sleep mode
To work a mobile device needs energy from the battery. The largest
energy consumers in a smart phone are the screen and the CPU. To
avoid unnecessary use of power, the Android system switches to the
sleep mode [16] when the device is left idle. The sleep mode consists
of two phases. In the first phase the user is warned by dimming the
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screen that if no interaction with the device will be performed soon,
the second phase of sleep mode will be started. The second phase takes
actions with more serious consequences for running components. Both,
the screen and the CPU will be turned off and in that way the energy
consumption is substantially reduced. However, in some cases such a
feature can be a problem for components which have to keep running
even without any interaction from the user. For example, an applica-
tion playing a movie or music should stay running as long as the played
media is not ended. Our system collecting and dispatching data should
also keep running after the device is left idle.

1 <uses−permission android :name=" android . permission .WAKE_LOCK" / >

Listing 4.10: Adding the permission to use wake lock in the manifest
file.

1 PowerManager powerManager = ( PowerManager ) getSystemService (
POWER_SERVICE) ;

2 WakeLock wakeLock = powerManager . newWakeLock( PowerManager .
PARTIAL_WAKE_LOCK, "MyWakelockTag" ) ;

3 wakeLock . acquire ( ) ;

Listing 4.11: A direct acquiring of a wake lock, to prevent turning of
device’s CPU.

The Android system provides a flag and a wake lock mechanisms to
avoid respectively the screen and the CPU to be turned of. In our case
it is undesirable to keep the screen on because of the high energy con-
sumption and it is not needed after start of collection. But to be able
to collect and dispatch the data our system has to use the CPU during
the entire data collection (e.g. the entire night for sleep monitoring).
Our goal is to keep the CPU alive in 7-8 hours without any interaction
from the user. To achieve this, it is necessary to use the wake lock.
The wake lock is a mechanism which prevents the CPU from being
turned of by sleep mode. As long as some component holds the wake
lock the CPU will not be turned of, until the battery is empty and the
whole device shouts down. The Android documentation points out that
it is very important to release the wake lock as fast as all necessary
work is done to avoid draining of the battery. Any Android application
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with services which runs in background can use the wake lock, but
the WAKE_LOCK permission (a line of code as shown in Listing 4.10)
has to be added to the application’s manifest file. The Data Streams
Dispatching Service is a bound service and is not started by any broad-
cast receiver, therefore we can not manage the wake lock through a
WakefulBroadcastReceiver. We have to set a wake lock directly in the
onCreate() method of the service. As Listing 4.11 presents, it is neces-
sary to call the newWakeLock() method in PowerManager service with
PARTIAL_WAKE_LOCK and a tag as parameters, and acquire the new
wake lock by calling acquire() method on it. When all work for which
we needed the wake lock is done we can simply call a release() method
to do not longer block that the sleep mode can turn off the CPU. In
that way, our system is immutable to power saving actions of the sleep
mode and make the collection and dispatching of data over a longer
time impossible.

4.5.2 App Standby
The App Standby [17] is another mechanism to reduce the use of device
resources and hence reduce energy consumption. The action taken by
the App Standby is to determine whether an application is actively
used by the user or not and changes the application state to standby
state if it is not actively used. An application is not actively used if the
user does not touch the application for a longer time. To be moved to
the standby state, the application can not be explicitly launched by the
user. It can not have any process currently running in the foreground
and can not generates any notifications that user can see. Finally the
application can not also be an active device admin application. Any
application which fulfills all these criteria are moved to the standby
state. The standby state involves that an application loses all network
access and all its background jobs are suspended. To release an applic-
ation from the standby state, the user has to begin to interact with the
application, or just to plug the device into a power supply. Then the ap-
plication can freely use the network and execute any background jobs.
In the case, when some of applications remain in the standby state, the
system allows them to access the network once a day.
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1 public void toForeground ( ) {
2 f i n a l NotificationCompat . Builder builder = new

NotificationCompat . Builder ( th is ) ;
3 builder . setSmallIcon (R. drawable . s tat_not i fy_chat ) ;
4 builder . setContentTitle ( " PublishSubscribeService " ) ;
5 builder . setTicker ( " Forwarding " ) ;
6 builder . setContentText ( " Forwarding data " ) ;
7 Intent i = new Intent ( this , PublishSubscribeService .

c lass ) ;
8 i . setFlags ( Intent .FLAG_ACTIVITY_CLEAR_TOP | Intent .

FLAG_ACTIVITY_SINGLE_TOP) ;
9 PendingIntent pi = PendingIntent . getAct iv i ty ( this , 0 , i ,

0) ;
10 builder . setContentIntent ( pi ) ;
11 f i n a l Not i f i ca t i on note = builder . build ( ) ;
12 startForeground ( android . os . Process . myPid ( ) , note ) ;
13 }

Listing 4.12: Starting the data streams dispatching service as the
component running in a foreground process.

To prevent the App Standby mode it is enough to not fulfilled presen-
ted criteria. Our system is not an active device admin application and
does present any notifications to the user under the collection. There-
fore, these criteria are not relevant for us. It is also difficult to know
how the application starting the data streams dispatching service will
be implemented in the future. As such, we can not predict and take
it for granted that this application will be launched by the user. For-
tunately, the remaining criteria requiring that the application can not
have any running foreground process is quite simple to avoid. We can
force the data streams dispatching service to run as an foreground pro-
cess and in that way make it resistant to the standby state. The code,
to assure that the data streams dispatching service is started as a fore-
ground process is placed in the toForeground() method in the body of
the service and is called from onCreate() method. As we can see in List-
ing 4.12, to achieve the goal it is necessary to call the method startFore-
ground() with an integer identifying the notification and the notifica-
tion object as method parameters. The notification contains the text
fields ContentTitle, ContentText, and Ticker which are presented in
the notification bar. It is possible to add the priority to the notification
object and since the notification has just informative role and is less
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urgent, the priority is set to "PRIORITY_LOW". To remove the pro-
cess from the foreground we have to call stopForeground(true) method
when the service has started the process of destruction, which is per-
formed by the onDestroy() method. This call changes back the priority
of the component to default and allows the App Standby mechanism to
change the state of the component to standby.

4.5.3 Doze mode
The Android operating system has introduced also another power sav-
ing feature in Version 6.0, namely the Doze mechanism [17]. The Doze
optimization limits the CPU usage and the network usage for compon-
ents when the device is not connected to the power supply, the screen
is turned off and the device is not in motion. All these three mentioned
states have to be true to allow the system to go to Doze mode.

Taking into account the specifics of the use of the data streams dis-
patching module, it is very likely that these three requirements might
be fulfilled very often. A standard sleep monitoring session takes place
as the name suggests when patient is sleeping. Sensors used for the
monitoring are connected to the mobile device via Bluetooth. There-
fore, even if sensors move when user moves during sleep, the mobile
device most likely is placed on the nightstand throughout the night
and not move at all.

It is quite obvious that the user does not interact with the device
after setting up and starting the collection of data. The device is set
a side and the screen is after some time turned off because of lack of
interaction. As described in the Sleep Mode section above, a flag mech-
anism can be used to keep the screen on. Such a solution is very simple
to implement, but every screen wake lock we use is overridden when
the user press the power button and the screen is turned off. In ad-
dition, holding a screen unnecessary turned on for a long time drains
very fast the battery.

Therefore, it is not surprising that these two requirements are ful-
filled in almost all monitoring sessions. However, for the last criteria
we can not make any assumptions whether it is fulfilled or not. De-
pending on user habits and the fill level of the battery the mobile device
might be connect to a power plug or not. Toady’s mobile devices require
often daily charging and a lot of users charge the devices through the
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night because this activity limits the mobility. But we can not assume
that every user of our system connect the device to the power supply
and even if we could, an unwitting loosening of the charging cable or
moving from the charging mate can occur and charging will not hap-
pen.

Therefore, it is possible that the Doze mode can be turned on and
some of the critical components for collection can be stopped. Thus,
the entire collection fails for some minutes after the start of the pro-
cess. One of requirements defines clearly that the developed tool has
to be able to collect and dispatch the data over a longer time which is
not shorter than 7 hours. To meet this, we should implement a work
around mechanism preventing that the Doze mode can be turned on
independently of the user activity.

The Android operating system provides the possibility to add an ap-
plication to a white-list. This application is then partially exempt from
the Doze optimization. There exists also the possibility to trigger a pop-
up window which allows the user to add the application to the whitelist
directly, but the Google Play policy has restriction on when such a op-
eration can be used. During the Doze mode and App Standby, a white-
listed application can hold partial wake lock and use the network, but
the jobs of application, synchronizations operation, and AlarmManager
alarms are still deferred. Unfortunately, our system has to perform jobs
through the whole time of collection therefore the white-listing does not
constitute a sufficient exempt from the Doze mechanism.

According to Android manuals it is not possible to completely pre-
vent a simple application from Doze mode. Despite this, it exists a work
around solutions created by developers which can in some or other way
ensure that our system will be not affected at all by the Doze mode.
The first solution which is proposed on most Android developer forums
is the "Disable Doze" application, available in Google Play store, which
turns the Doze mode off for the whole device. By using this application
we would achieve the goal that the collection is not stopped as long as
the battery is not empty. A negative side of such a solution is that it can
increase consumption of battery by components that would be stopped
by the Doze mode, but since the Doze is disabled they still run.

Another possibility is the solution proposed by the users of Google+
in a topic: "Understanding what Doze mode means for your app" [11].
This conversation was linked in a blog post [6] to CommonsWare, the
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publisher of The Busy Coder’s Guide to Advanced Android Development
book [21]. The discussed solution tries to work around the Doze mode
to make an application not affected by the Doze optimization in any
way. As Petr Nalevka writes [11], such a behaviour is achieved when a
foreground service with a partial wake lock is used. He discovered also
that if a process which hosts the foreground service hosts in addition
the foreground activity, then the Doze mode can affect the application
anyway. However, a recommendation to "Dianne Hackborn" [11] solves
this problem by splitting the foreground service out into a separate pro-
cess. Doing this that way we achieve the best currently possible solu-
tion which makes that our system stays unaffected by the Doze mode,
while other components still can be stopped to ensure better battery
performance. Therefore, the data streams dispatching service is imple-
mented as a foreground service (as described in Section 4.5.2) and runs
in a separated process.

4.6 Android Manifest
The last thing which is necessary to do is to declare the implemented
data streams dispatching service in the corresponding AndroidMani-
fest.xml file in the root directory. This file contains essential inform-
ation about the service which the Android system must have before it
can use this component. The data streams dispatching service contains
the following meta data describing the service:

• andorid:name - this field sets the name of the service class.

• android:label - this string field contains a name for the service
which is displayed to user. We chose the same name as for the
service class: ".DataStremasDispatchingService".

• android:enabled - this filed to define whether or not the system
can start the service. We want to allow the possibility and set its
value to "true".

• android:exported - by setting the value of this field to "true" we
allow other applications to interact with the service. A "false"
value would cause that only components that stem from the same
application can use the service.
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• android:process - this field defines the name of the process where
the service will run in, the specifics of the name used affect the
kind of process that is used. If a name starts with ":" then the
used process is private to the application which started it. A name
starting with lower case character changes the type of process to
the global-process which is accessible to all components running
on the device. Since our service should run in a separated pro-
cess but available for everyone, the value of this field is as follows
"com.sensordroid.DataStreamsDispatchingService".

• android:permission - in this field we can specify a permission that
every client accessing our service has to own, but to not make our
service more open we are not going to specify any permissions.

In addition to the description of the service in the manifest file, it
contains an intent-filter declaration. In that way, the Android system
knows which intents have to be delivered to this service. The data
streams dispatching service has to be responsible to all Intents with ac-
tion: "com.sensordroid.WRAPPER". This value must be declared in an
<intent-filter> element inside of the <service>. Listning 4.13 presents
the whole manifest file for the data streams dispatching service.

1 <?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding=" utf−8" ?>
2 <manifest xmlns:android=" http : / / schemas . android . com / apk / res /

android "
3 package="com . sensordroid ">
4 <serv ice
5 android:name=" . DataStreamsDispatchingService "
6 android:enabled=" true "
7 android:exported=" true "
8 android : label=" @string / DSDService "
9 android:process="com . sensordroid .

DataStreamsDispatchingServiceProcess "
10 >
11 <intent−f i l t e r >
12 <action android:name="com . sensordroid .WRAPPER" / >
13 < / intent−f i l t e r >
14 < / serv ice>
15 < / manifest>

Listing 4.13: AndroidManifest.xml file in the root directory.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

In this chapter, an evaluation of the implemented solution is described.
We discuss whether the solution meets the requirements described in
Chapter 3.1. To confirm that the data streams dispatching module ful-
fills all functionality requirements we are going to perform an exper-
iment to test all of them. Furthermore, we are going to examine the
performance of the data streams dispatching module as a single inde-
pendent module and the performance of the whole system. The whole
system means the data streams dispatching module cooperating with
the data acquisition tool which uses an external sensor board to collect
data. We are going to test also the performance of the data transfer
mechanism Binder in different configurations to understand the reason
of the performance limitations of the whole system.

5.1 Test environment and settings
The evaluation is performed by using real applications which examined
both functionality and performance of the data stream dispatching mod-
ule separately and in cooperation with the data acquisition tool. Dif-
ferent test applications, the data streams dispatching module, and the
data acquisition tool are installed directly on the mobile device and run
manually. After the start of the tests, the screen is turned off, and the
tests are run in the background. The results of the test are presented
on the screen after all tasks are finished. We aim to establish an en-
vironment that is as close as possible to the real conditions in which
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the above components will work in the future to show their behavior
and results in realistic use cases. Even though it is not so realistic use
case, we decided to use always full-charged device to make the meas-
urement of battery consumption simple and connected it with the USB
cable to the machine which allowed to monitor the CPU usage during
examinations.

The acquisition system consists of the acquisition tool implemented
by Gjøby, connected via Bluetooth to the Bitalino sensor board. The
Bitalino sensor board allows to collect data from maximally six chan-
nels, and we have connected six sensors to the board. The allowed
sample frequencies the Bitalino sensor board can run at is 1, 10, 100 or
1000. The implementation of the data acquisition tool is evaluated and
tested in Gjøby’s Master Thesis [14], which also includes more details
about both the Bitalino sensor board and sensor support implementa-
tion.

We have also implemented a simple sensor support for the acceler-
ometer embedded in the mobile device. This service is named Accel-
erometerService and follows the standards described by Gjøby. This
sensor provides only one data type, namely acceleration values. With
this sensor, we are able to test whether our solution supports different
sensors simultaneously.

model Google Pixel XL
operating system Android 7.1 (Nougat)

kernel version 3.18.31-g19caf23
chipset Qualcomm MSM8996 Snapdragon 821
CPU Quad-core (2x2.15 GHz Kryo)
GPU Adreno 530
RAM 4 GB

storage 32 GB
battery Li-Ion 3450 mAh

bluetooth 4.2, A2DP, LE, aptX

Table 5.1: The specification of the mobile device on which all experi-
ments was performed.
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All examinations and measurements are performed on the mobile
device Google Pixel XL, released October 2016. This is actually one of
the most powerful Android devices available on the market. The large
processing power this mobile device has makes it easier to discover
software bottlenecks. If we are testing components separately with a
maximal load and only a part of the available resources are consumed
it can indicate that some parts of the software are inefficiently imple-
mented or that some mechanism block execution of the code. In addi-
tion, the Pixel series from Google, unlike other Android devices, can be
updated to the latest version of the Android operating system as soon
as the new version is released. This gives possibilities to test developed
components on different Android versions. A detailed specification of
the mobile device used for testing is shown in Table 5.1.

To exclude most factors that can influence the test results, we have
decided to put the device into airplane mode and to keep only the
Bluetooth on. This means that all other signal transmitters and re-
ceivers are turned off. The signal scanners searching wifi signals or
network signals consume more or less battery and processing power
depending on signal strength in the area in which the device is located.
The strength of wifi or network signals is very varied, and we can not
control them in any way, so it is best to turn signal receivers off to ex-
clude this misleading factor. Further, the mobile device is restarted
before each type of test to minimize the risk of affecting the perform-
ance by the activity of earlier tests or other applications. A complete
settings overview is presented in Table 5.1.

5.1.1 CPU usage measurement
The CPU usage during experiments has significant importance for the
evaluation of the implemented solution. Fortunately, the Android op-
erating system logs the CPU usage in real time and stores various in-
formation in a local file with the following path /proc/stat. This file con-
sists of many numbers describing the amount of time the CPU is used
in Hertz units. These numbers distinguish among others the CPU time
used by user mode processes, kernel mode processes, and time the CPU
is in idle mode. To get access to Android system files and the stat file
we use the Android Debug Bridge [8] which provides a range of com-
mands supporting debugging and monitoring of Android applications.
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airplane mode ON
mobile network OFF

cellular data OFF
wifi OFF

screen OFF
charger not connected

bluetooth ON
developermode ON

USB debugging mode ON
allowed background processes STANDARD

Table 5.2: Settings of the mobile device on which all experiments was
performed.

This tool is installed on the computer to which the Android device is
connected. The Android Debug Bridge can be used directly by typing
commands in the terminal on the computer. We have implemented
a bash script which reads the /proc/stat file every second with com-
mand "> adb shell cat /proc/stat". The content of this file is
returned as result of this command, and this information is parsed and
used to calculate the CPU usage. To calculate the current usage of the
CPU, the bash script sums first all numbers representing the time CPU
is in use. Then the time the CPU is in idle state is subtracted from the
sum. Finally, the bash script compares this results with the result from
the previous second and converts it to a percentage, such that the re-
turned number represents the CPU usage during the last second. The
values are returned by the bash script every second during the whole
experiment and are stored in a file. Based on these values, diagrams
which graphically represents the CPU usage are created.

5.2 Summary of architectural requirements
All requirements for the solution are detailed described in Chapter 3.1.
The first presented requirement concerns the separation of function-
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ality. The whole system performs three main tasks: acquisition, data
streams dispatching, data analysis/visualization, and should be split
into three independent parts, each responsible for one task. These
parts should cooperate together creating an extensible system being
able to be easily extended with new sensor supports, analysis, and
visualization components. Adding new functionality to one of the main
parts of the system should be easy and should not affect other parts.
The final solution should reuse collected data across modules such that
the same data can be demultiplexed instead of being collected twice.
The solution should also create a sensor-capability model which con-
tains all available data types independent of which sensor board it be-
longs to.

All requirements mentioned above are satisfied through design
choices described in Chapter 3.2. The data stream dispatching mod-
ule is separated from other parts and communicates with components
from other parts via interfaces. In that way, a new component can be
easily adapted to the system by implementing a right interface, de-
pend on it belongs to analysis or acquisition part. Such a design also
results in a clear structure of the whole system and makes it easy to
understand. Further, the architectural choices make that data values
which are collected streams through the module, and this gives a lot
of possibilities to handle and control these data. Data streams can be
demultiplexed such that there is no need for double collection and the
frequency of collection can be controlled and customized individually
for each receiver. Finally, the data streams dispatching module pop-
ulates the sensor-capability model with all available data types. The
publish/subscribe mechanism introduces a lot of flexibility and simpli-
fies collection of data streams. A component needs only to define data
types it wants to receive to the publish/subscribe service which handles
collections from several sensors and dispatch requested data to clients.

5.3 Examination of functionality
Functional requirements have to be met to make a final product use-
ful. In this section, the functionality of the data streams dispatching
module is examined, and we are going to discuss which functional re-
quirements are fulfilled. The data streams dispatching module has to
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provide an interface for components from the data analysis/visualiza-
tion part allowing them to read all possible data types, subscribe/un-
subscribe selected types and publish/unpublish their own data streams.
The solution should be able to dispatch data packets at different fre-
quencies defined by receivers. In addition, the subscribing/unsubscrib-
ing or changing of frequency should not affect other subscribers.

To examine the functionality of developed module, a test applica-
tion consisting of an TestActivity and a TestService has been im-
plemented. The TestActivity contains only a start button which
starts the TestService and a TextView for presenting the results
of the test. All tests are hardcoded in the TestService and run for
a specified amount of time. After each test is finished, the result is
sent by an Intent to the TestActivity. The TestService binds to the
DataStreamsDispatchingService at the startup. When the Data-
StreamsDispatchingSerrvice receives bindings call, it binds to the
caller. When the TestService receives the callback that the connec-
tion is established, the testing begins.

5.3.1 Available data types

The first test checks that the data streams dispatching module popu-
lates the sensor-capability model properly and that the interface method
returns a list of available data types from this model. The test also
shows that the connections between the data streams dispatching mod-
ule and test services are correctly established. The TestService calls
getPublishers() method in the interface returned by the Data-
StreamDispatchingService and should receive all six data types
from the sensor support for Bitalino and one data type from the accel-
erometer support. The returned list should also include a unique id, a
data type, a metrics, a description, and a maximal frequency for each
data type. Table 5.3 presents returned data types.

The result is exactly as expected and correct. All data types provided
by the installed sensor supports are listed in the returned string. It
means that the sensor-capability model is populated properly and the
correct parameters of the available data types are returned by the in-
terface.
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1-0,EDA,Micro-Siemens,r,1000
1-1,LUX,Percent,l,1000
1-2,PZT,Percent,p,1000
1-3,ECG,Millivolt,e,1000
1-4,TMP,Celsius,t,1000
1-5,EEG,Microvolt,e,1000
2-0,ACC,MeterPerSec2,a,1000

Table 5.3: The result checking available data types.

5.3.2 Subscriptions and frequency control
In this case, we examine the subscription mechanism with subscrip-
tions from two components on a selected subset of the available data
types with different frequencies. In addition to the TestService from
the previous test, we have implemented TestService2, which also
performs subscriptions on some channels.

Both services are connected to the DataStreamsDispatching-
Service and receive the available data types first. Such a setup in-
volves five binders connections, one between the data streams dispatch-
ing module and the sensor wrapper; and two between the data streams
dispatching module and each client.

The TestService has subscribed on following capabilities:

• id: "1-2" and frequency: 5, and

• id: "1-0" and frequency: 2.

The TestService2 has subscribed on two capabilities:

• "2-0" with frequency 1, and

• "1-2" with frequency 10.

The frequency of the subscription from TestService on the capab-
ility "1-0" is changed after 10 minutes of collection to a new frequency
like 90 and the TestService2 starts to subscribe on an additional
capability with id "1-5" and frequency 9. After one minute of collection
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the TestService reverts the frequency of the capability "1-0" to two
again and the capability "1-2" is unsubscribed. All other subscriptions
remained unchanged. Then, after one minute of the collection, both
services unsubscribe all capabilities. Both services logged the number
of data packets received from each channel separately and these stat-
istics are sent to the TestActivity after the end of this test. In ad-
dition, the changes in the frequency and the channel list in the sensor
wrapper supporting Bitalino is logged.

With such a scenario the following functionality of the solution can
be examined: subscribe and unsubscribe mechanism, individual fre-
quency control for each subscription, handling of subscriptions from-
and data transfer to- two different components, changing of frequency
and subscriptions list while collection is in progress and changing of
the sensor board properties in real time. In addition, this test shows
that subscribing, unsubscribing, or changing of frequency for some cap-
abilities in real time does not affect the dispatching of packets to other
capabilities. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 5.4.

TestService TestService2
capability

ID 1-2 1-0 2-0 1-2 1-5

packets
received 3312 6745 721 7229 1087

expected
number of

packets
3300 6720 720 7200 1080

Table 5.4: Results from subscription and frequency control examina-
tion.

As we can see the results deviate a little from what was expec-
ted. Both test services received more data packets than expected and
it means, that no packet loss has occurred. The reason to that each
capability received more data packets than expected is related to what
is happening when the unsubscribing operation is started. When a
defined amount of test time has passed, calls unsubscribing or chan-
ging frequency are performed. These operations start in the Test-
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Service or TestService2 by calling unsubscribe() method in the
AIDL interface provided by the data streams dispatching module. Each
of them is a remote procedure call and takes more time than an intern
method call. Next, the data streams dispatching module sends an In-
tent message with the corresponding command to the SensorWrapper
supporting the Bitalino sensor board which updates used channel list
or frequency. Finally, when these new values reach the sensor board via
the Bluetooth, then parameters of the collection are changed. During
the way these operations have to go through, both the TestService
and the TestService2 receive data packets which are sent directly
before and while the unsubscribe operation is performed. Since, the
unsubscribe method takes only one capability at the time, the delay
between the first call and the last call causes that the last unsubscribed
capability have some several milliseconds more to receive packets than
the first one. We have also to take into account that the frequency of
collection like 1000 packets per second delivers one packet per milli-
second. In that way, a ten milliseconds delay which is not unnatural
when the data has gone through the Bluetooth connection results in 10
packets difference.

19:44:58.630 - Adding new channel: 0, with freq: 10
19:44:58.740 - Adding new channel: 2, with freq: 10
19:54:59.915 - Updating frequency: 100
19:55:00.021 - Adding new channel: 5, with freq: 100
19:56:01.220 - Updating frequency: 10
19:57:02.007 - Removing channel: 2
19:57:02.071 - Removing channel: 0
19:57:02.105 - Removing channel: 5

Table 5.5: The log from SensorWrapper for Bitalino while testing.

Except for the discussed and minimal difference in a number of re-
ceived packets all results are as expected. Since both test services have
received the correct number of each data types, this means that the
data streams dispatching module handles the collection of data from
different sensors very well and is able to demultiplex the needed data
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streams and deliver them to respective recipient. The log of Sensor-
Wrapper for Bitalino shows that the sensor board is properly updated
with new parameters of the collection. Table 5.5 contains the log res-
ults. As we can see the frequency of the sensor board is always changed
to be the lowest needed such that the resource usage is as low as pos-
sible. After TestService unsubscribes capability 1-2, the correspond-
ing channel is not removed from the channel list in the SensorWrap-
per, because it still exists a subscription on this capability from Test-
Service2. The subscribing and unsubscribing mechanisms work as
expected and changing of frequency and collected channel list is per-
formed properly. In that way, we demonstrate that the solution meets
all functional requirements listed in Chapter 3.1.

5.3.3 Long time experiment
The third experiment checks whether the data streams dispatching
module in cooperation with the data acquisition tool is able to collect
and dispatch data over a long time. In the analysis of the requirements,
the minimal accepted amount of time is specified to seven hours. There-
fore, we are going to perform a test which tries to collect data in over
seven hours to examine whether this requirement is met.

The implementation of this test consists of two components, i.e.,
TestService and TestService2. The Bitalino SensorWrapper is
installed on the device and configured to support six channels. The
TestService subscribes to following capabilities:

• id: "1-2" and frequency 10, and

• id: "1-3" and frequency 100.

The TestService2 requests the following data:

• id: "1-1" and frequency 1, and

• id: "1-0" and frequency 1000.

In this experiment, the ability to collect and dispatch data in at least
seven hours is examined. We measure the battery consumption, the
number of received packets on each capability, and the time of the ex-
periment. The Activity starting both services includes a timer which
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stops the experiment after seven hours and 30 minutes unless the bat-
tery is consumed before this time and the device is turned off. Since
this experiment uses two test services, the total number of needed
binder interfaces is 5, two between the data streams dispatching mod-
ule and each test service and one between the data streams dispatching
module and the Bitalino WrapperService.

duration of experiment 27 000 sec
consumed percent of battery 94%

capability totally per second
1-0 14715138 ≈545
1-1 14825 ≈0,5
1-2 148552 ≈6
1-3 1472135 ≈55

Table 5.6: Results of long the time experiment.

Table 5.6 shows results of the experiment. As we can see this test
runs for 7,5 hours (27000 sec). The consumed battery power consti-
tutes 94% of total battery capacity (100% at the start of the experiment
and to 6% at the end). Thus, the experiment could continue to run a
bit longer. It means that the requirement concerning the length of the
runtime is satisfied. The required minimal time is at least seven hours,
and this examination achieved this goal with a surplus. The Bitalino
sensor board was also alive after the end of the experiment. Unfor-
tunately, the number of received packets from capabilities requested
by both services was not as expected. The received frequency for each
capability is about 50% of the expected frequency. This is the first ex-
periment that required the highest available sampling frequency from
the Bitalino sensor board and some modules used in this experiment
are not able to handle this frequency. Therefore, we are going to exam-
ine the performance of each module separately.
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5.3.4 Performance test of separated modules
In the "Long time experiment" we have discovered that the number of
packets received by the TestService on each capability was approx-
imately 50% of the expected number of packets. The frequency of the
collection during the whole experiment was 1000. Such results could
be caused either by the data streams dispatching module, which might
not be able to dispatch packets flowing so fast or by the SensorWrap-
per for Bitalino which might not deliver data packets sufficiently fast.

To determine the bottleneck of the system, we are going to examine
the performance of the data streams dispatching module. It is pos-
sible that this module is not able to perform dispatching of packets at
a higher frequency. Nevertheless, the frequency controlling mechan-
ism in the data streams dispatching module is able to properly control
the frequency only if it receives the requested number of packets per
seconds. If the number of received packets from a sensor wrapper is
less than the data streams dispatching module expects, the data pack-
ets are delivered to the subscribers with a lower frequency than spe-
cified by them when they subscribed. On the other hand, if the num-
ber is higher, subscribers receive data packets at a higher frequency.
Therefore, we are also going to examine the sensor wrapper to determ-
ine whether it is able to deliver 1000 packets per second.

One service requesting data

To test the performance of the data streams dispatching module we
have implemented a TestService which subscribes to six different
capabilities at the frequency like 1000 each and counts the total num-
ber of received packets. In the data streams dispatching module, we
have predefined a data packet containing values from six channels.
This packet will be continuously sent to the TestService during the
experiment. The TestService binds first to the data streams dis-
patching module which again binds back to the TestService, such
that the test implementation uses two binders. In that way, we are
able to test the real performance of the data streams dispatching mod-
ule which in this test is not affected by the performance of other mod-
ules. Results of this experiment are presented in Table 5.7. The CPU
usage during the examination is shown in Table 5.1.
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duration of experiment (seconds) 120
total number of received packets 741 721
received packets per channel per second ≈1030

Table 5.7: Results of the data streams dispatching module performance
examination with one client subscribing on six channels with frequency
1000.

Figure 5.1: The total CPU usage while the performance examination of
the data streams dispatching module with one client.

The TestService subscribes to six different channels with fre-
quency 1000. It means that the data streams dispatching module has
to perform 6000 calls on the method from binder interface provided
by the TestService. As we can see in Table 5.7, the data streams
dispatching module was able to dispatch the required number of data
packets on each channel. The total CPU usage presented in Figure 5.1
is relatively low and oscillates on around 30%. The performance of the
data stream dispatching module is good enough to handle dispatching
of data from six channels at frequency 1000 to one receiver. Neverthe-
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less, this module should be able to dispatch packets to several clients
simultaneously, therefore we are going to examine the performance of
such a scenario too.

Two services requesting data

This examination is performed with same principles as the previous
test, and the only difference is that we use an additional service Test-
Service2. This service also subscribes to six channels with frequency
1000. Using an additional service requires two additional binders in-
terfaces, such that this experiment uses totally four different binders.
In this case, we are going to count the number of received packets from
each service and measure the total CPU usage as in the previous ex-
periment.

TestService received packets 517 406
TestService2 received packets 502 193
duration of experiment 120 sec
total number of received packets 1019599
received packets per channel per second ≈708

Table 5.8: Results of the data streams dispatching module performance
examination with two clients, each subscribing on six channels with
frequency 1000.

Table 5.8 shows results from this experiment. As we can see, the
test services have not received the requested number of packets. Each
of the services received about 708 packets per channel per second,
while the expected value is 1000 packets per second per channel. It
means that only 70% of the expected data packets are received by the
test services. At the same time, the total CPU usage during this exper-
iment increased to about 51% (see Figure 5.2). Although there still ex-
ists available processing power, data packets are not transferred with
required frequency. Since each of the test services subscribed on six
channels with frequency 1000, the data streams dispatching module
had to execute during every second 6000 calls to the interface from
TestService and another 6000 calls to the interface from TestSer-
vice2. This gives 12000 remote procedure calls per second.
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Figure 5.2: The total CPU usage while the performance examination of
the data streams dispatching module with two clients.

Performance of the data acquisition tool

The second module which we are going to test separately is the acquis-
ition tool with SensorWrapper for Bitalino. This test examines how
many packets the data streams dispatching module is able to deliver.

The SensorWrapper is configured to send data on six channels
with frequency 1000. We have implemented a TestService which
just establishes a connection with the SensorWrapper, starts the col-
lection and counts the number of received data packets. Since the
SensorWrapper sends data values for all channels in one data packet,
the number of received data packets should be like 1000.

duration of experiment 120 sec
total number of received packets 66240
number of received packets per second 552

Table 5.9: Results of the data acquisition tool examination.
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Figure 5.3: The total CPU usage while the performance examination of
the acquisition tool with Bitalino wrapper.

Table 5.9 presents results of the experiment. The expected number
of received packets per second is 1000, but the TestService has re-
ceived only 552 packets per second. This is about 55% of the expected
number of packets, whereas the linear regression of total CPU usage
corresponds to 39%. It means that Bitalino SensorWrapper for some
reason is not able to deliver enough number of packets to TestSer-
vice, even if a lot of processing power is not used. The result of this
experiment differs from the result presented by Gjøby, which shows
that the data acquisition tool is able to collect data at frequency 1000
without data loss.

Conclusion of the separated module tests

The major bottleneck of the whole system which collects and dispatches
data streams is the data acquisition tool. This module is not able to
collect data packets from six channels at frequency 1000. The real fre-
quency achieved during the examination was around 550 data packets
per second, despite that the total CPU usage oscillated on around 39%.
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It means that even if a lot of unused processing power is available, this
module does not collect data packets with the expected frequency.

It is also important to emphasize that the data streams dispatching
module has not achieved the performance goal when the number of cli-
ents receiving data packets increases. Results of the first experiment
with only one receiver confirmed that the data streams dispatching
module is able to perform 6000 sending operations per second which
correspond to dispatching of data from six capabilities at the frequency
like 1000. Nevertheless, when the number of recipients increased to
two, the performance decreased. Both clients received only 70% of re-
quested data packets per second while the total CPU usage was around
51%. It means that the data streams dispatching module was able to
send totally 8500 packets per second. Moreover, adding of one more re-
cipient involves sending of data via two binder interfaces. If using one
binder interface results in sending 6000 packets per second, thus using
two binders should double the throughput especially if the CPU is util-
ized only with 51%. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The through-
put of two binder interfaces increases only with 40% compared to the
throughput of one binder interface. It looks like the performance of
each binder depends on the total number of used binders. To determ-
ine whether an increased number of used binder interfaces decrease
the maximal throughput of each of them we are going to implement
tests using a different number of binder interfaces.

5.3.5 Performance measurement of binder
This experiment has as goal to measure the performance of the binder
interfaces when their number increases. We are going to look at the
number of packets a service is able to send via one, two, and three
binder interfaces.

To reflect the conditions from cooperation between the data acquis-
ition tool, the data streams dispatching module and analysis/visual-
ization modules, we have implemented three corresponding services
which are going to sent data to each other. In the first case, where only
one binder is used, the TestService1 sends data to the TestSer-
vice2. In the second case, which uses two binders, the TestService1
sends data to TestService2 and the TestService2 sends data to
TestService3. The last case using three binders is configured as the
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case with two binders, but additionally the TestService3 sends data
to the TestService2.

The AIDL interface defined in this examination consists only of one
method with one String argument. The packet which is sent between
these test services is predefined in the TestService1 and corresponds
to a data packet with one channel from the data acquisition tool. The
TestService2 and the TestService3 are configured to send data
packets further as fast as they receive a data packet. The results of
these three examinations are presented in Table 5.10.

duration of experiment 120 sec
total number of packets send via one binder 10 000 per second
total number of packets send via two binders 13 200 per second
total number of packets send via three binders 15 800 per second

Table 5.10: Results of experiment measuring binder performance.

Figure 5.4: The total CPU usage while the performance examination of
the three binders.
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The number of data packets received by each service is very similar
with minimal differences in each iteration. Using one binder between
two services results in a transfer of around 10 000 data packets per
second. When three services use two binders, totally 13 200 data pack-
ets are sent. This corresponds to 32% more packets totally, but an
average throughput for each binder is reduced with 34% from 10 000
to 6 600 packets per second. In the last case using three binder inter-
faces, a total number of transferred packets per second increases with
26% to 15 800 packets. It means that each binder is able to handle
5267 packets per second which is 20% less than in the case of two bind-
ers. As shown in Table 5.4, the total CPU usage oscillated around 75%
during the experiment with three binders. When it comes to tests with
two binders, the total CPU usage is around 52% and with one binder
around 31%.

5.3.6 Summary of experiments
The data streams dispatching module fulfills all functional require-
ment specified in Chapter 3.1. This module is able to properly populate
the sensor-capability model with information from all available sensor
wrappers. The publish-subscribe mechanism works as expected and is
able together with the individual frequency controlling to deliver the
requested number of data packets from the selected capabilities to the
right recipient. Furthermore, the data streams dispatching module can
handle packets from several sensor wrappers simultaneously and dis-
patch them to several recipients. In addition, the module also meets
the run time requirement and can dispatch packets in over 7,5 hours.

The performance test of the Bitalino SensorWrapper discovered
that this module is not able to deliver data packets at the highest fre-
quency 1000 Hz, even if a lot (over 60%) of unused processing power is
available. Therefore, the number of received packets in the Longtime
experiment is not as expected. Since the SensorWrapper for Bitalino
delivered packets with frequency 545 per second, frequencies of each
subscribed capability are accordingly reduced.

Moreover, the separated performance test of the data streams dis-
patching module shows that the performance is around 30% reduced
when an additional recipient is added and both subscribe on six capab-
ilities with the highest frequency, i.e., 1000 Hz. This reduction occurs
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although there is approximately 49% of unused processing power avail-
able. In the experiment with only one recipient, the data streams dis-
patching module is able to dispatch data packets from six capabilities
with frequency 1000 Hz, and all results are as expected.

Finally, examinations of the binder interface performance in config-
urations where several binders are used simultaneously are performed.
This indicates a relationship between the number of binders which are
used and the throughput of a single binder. When the number of bind-
ers increases, the total throughput increases. However, the average
throughput for one binder decreases, although the total CPU usage
oscillates around 75% and it still exists a part of unused processing
power.
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Part IV

Conclusion
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter describes the conclusion of the whole thesis and all related
to it work. Further, all known open problems which were discovered
under the development process are presented. At the end, the future
work is discussed.

6.1 Conclusion
The evolution of mobile devices, sensors, and healthcare make it pos-
sible to combine these three areas to create new tools which can expand
the utility of each of them. A good example of the potential of such a
combination is the CESAR project [15] which aims to use data mining
and complex event processing to detect sleep apnea at home. In this
project, the sleep monitoring part is done by low-cost external sensors
connected to a mobile device. The data collected from sensors is ana-
lyzed and helps to detect obstructive sleep apnea events. The global
market offers today a huge variation of external sensors and measur-
ing instruments. Such devices are produced by a wide range of man-
ufactures which deliver very different products which are different in
almost every aspect. To allow using a wrapper by a device, it is neces-
sary to develop the driver and low-level protocols used by the sensor.
This has to be done for each wrapper separately and adapted to each
component which wants to use the sensor. In a case where more than
one component has to use several sensors a lot of double work with
adapting drivers and protocols to each of them is inevitable. Fortu-
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nately, by adding an interface exposing a common functionality which
is reused across components the work of adapting drivers and proto-
cols to each component is significantly reduced. To make this work, it
is necessary to develop for each sensor a sensor wrapper which handles
all sensor specifics operations and implements methods from the com-
mon interface. To simplify using several sensors even more and make
this usage more efficient a common interface which links together all
sensors should be implemented. This interface allows another compon-
ent to subscribe to a selected data type without the need of managing
several connections to sensor drivers by witch the selected data type
is collected. Such a solution gives more possibilities to create a model
with all available data types, reuse collected data between compon-
ents, control and customize the collection frequency individual for each
recipient, and dynamically adjust parameters of the collection to min-
imize resource usage.

To simplify the collection of data from sensors and to solve the men-
tioned issues, the data streams dispatching module for the Android
operating system is developed in this Thesis. The design and imple-
mentation of this module emphasize on the extensibility, which means
that it will be easy to add new features or support for new compon-
ents in the future. Considering that the solution is dedicated to run
on a mobile device, low resource usage, and maximal performance are
also highly prioritized. The data streams dispatching module discov-
ers all installed sensor wrappers and populates the sensor-capability
model which consists of all available data types provided by installed
sensor wrappers. This module also provides a publish-subscribe mech-
anism which allows to subscribe to a subset of capabilities selected
from the sensor-capability model and decide the frequency of collec-
tion for each capability. The data streams dispatching module controls
the frequency of each subscription individually such that subscribers
can choose any frequency between 0 and the maximal frequency value
provided by the corresponding sensor wrapper. In that way, it is pos-
sible to collect data only once, demultiplex them and reuse across com-
ponents. Data packets are collected on the highest needed frequency
and frequency controlling mechanism calculates whether a received
packet should be sent to a subscriber based on the declared frequency
in the subscription and the current collection frequency. Moreover, to
introduce a common way for the exchange of data packets between com-
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ponents a publishing possibilities are added to the data streams dis-
patching module and a new sensor type is defined. The new sensor type
is the logic sensor. Unlike the physical sensor which provides data from
a real sensor, the logic sensor represents a component which publishes
some data. In that way, a component can perform data analysis on data
which comes from a physical sensor and share the results with other
components. All logic sensors are also added to the sensor-capability
model, such that they can be used by every component in the same
way physical sensors are used. Since all necessary information about a
provided data type are stored in this model, we were able to reduce the
data packet size a little bit by dropping the data type field. The data
streams dispatching module controls each sensor wrapper based on the
subscriptions and requested frequencies. If a sensor wrapper provides
data types which are no longer used, the wrapper is stopped such that
it does not consume unnecessary resources. A sensor wrapper also re-
ceives a list of channels which someone has subscribed to, such that
the sensor wrapper does not need to collect data from all channels it
provides. This list is updated at runtime, which allows minimizing the
size of the transferred packets.

All these features required that the sensor wrapper concept pro-
posed by Gjøby had to be modified. We have spent a long time on
understanding the implementations details of the sensor wrapper for
Bitalino, but it allowed to change the collection parameters in runtime
and reduced the overhead and resources usage.

As mentioned above, extensibility of the designed solution was a
very important requirement. Therefore the data streams dispatching
module uses two interfaces. The first of them is used to standardize
the communication way with sensor wrappers, such that adding a new
sensor wrapper requires only implementing an interface. The second
interface includes methods that provide the functionality of the data
streams dispatching module. In that way, new features for the module
can be simply added to this interface without affecting already exist-
ing components. To use the data streams dispatching module, a new
component has to call a method from the returned interface, which is
responsible for the requested functionality. Thus, the design and im-
plementation allow to easily extend the system with new components,
sensors, and functionality. The chosen design splits the solution into
three parts corresponding for collecting, dispatching and analysis and
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makes each of them independent of others parts. This simplifies de-
bugging and understanding of the system.

Since the data streams dispatching module is dedicated to the An-
droid, the implementation is customized to work as best as possible
on this operating system. Among other aspects, we put special atten-
tion on the Android specific behavior when it comes to the prioritizing
policies for different components type and power saving features. The
data streams dispatching module is developed as a service which al-
lows clients to bind them. In that way, clients can receive the inter-
face providing the functionality of the module and enjoy benefits of the
binder IPC mechanism. To increase performance and to be able to run
for a longer time this service is set to run as a foreground service. To
prevent that the module can be turned to an idle state by power saving
mechanism, a workaround stopping this mechanism is implemented.

The data streams dispatching module is widely tested to show that
the solution meets functional and performance requirements. Experi-
ments show that the module is able to handle several components sub-
scribing data on different frequencies at the same time. The module
also handles the collection of data from two sensor wrappers simultan-
eously. Both sensor wrappers are controlled as expected by the data
streams dispatching module. The frequency of each of wrappers is cor-
rectly adjusted, and the list of channels is properly updated.

Additionally, a long time experiment shows the ability to collect the
data for more than seven hours. When it comes to the performance of
the solution, we discovered a bottleneck in the form of Bitalino sensor
wrapper. The maximal number of packets this module is able to de-
liver are around 550 packets per second, which is half of the expected
value. An independent examination of the data streams dispatching
module shows that it is able to dispatch 6000 packets per second to one
recipient. The total CPU usage during this examination was around
30%, which leaves a lot of processing power to collection and analysis
part. Unfortunately, if the number recipients increases the throughput
decreases significantly, and the module was no longer able to deliver
6000 packets to each subscriber. Such behavior is caused by the IPC
mechanism binder which is used to transfer data packets. Additional
experiments measuring the performance of the binder confirmed that
if the number of binders increases, the average throughput for each
binder is reduced significantly despite that a lot of processing power
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was unused. It means that the implementation of the binder in Android
is not optimal. These results confirm the experiment described by Yuan
et al. [32], which shows that the binder IPC in Android uses a global
lock to perform a remote procedure call. This makes this mechanism
not optimal with respect to performance, but it is the most efficient IPC
mechanism in Android anyway. It is important to emphasize that the
experiments testing the performance of the data streams dispatching
module are performed with an extreme load which is less likely to occur
in reality.

The final product meets almost all the requirements analyzed at
the beginning of this thesis. The only one requirement which is not
meet considers the privacy and security. Due to lack of time, we were
not able to implement any mechanism securing the collected data and
authorizing access to the sensors. This task will be handed over to the
future work. Nevertheless, the implemented extensible solution with
a clear structure and reasonable design choices will make adding of
adequate security and privacy mechanisms easy and painlessly.

6.2 Open problems
The data streams dispatching module sends data from each capability
as separated packets even if they go to the same recipient. Such a solu-
tion gives the possibility to send the data at different frequencies for
each capability, but if higher frequencies are used this requires a huge
number of remote procedure calls performed via the binder interface.
The performance experiment examining the data streams dispatching
module shows that the increased number of clients using the module
causes reduction of throughput. A global lock in the implementation of
the binder makes that RPCs are blocked, and the average throughput
for each binder is reduced. Since, the connecting of a sensor wrapper
to the data streams dispatching module requires using of one binder,
while each client needs two binders to be able to send commands to the
module and receive data packets. In that way, the total number of bind-
ers becomes a large number quickly. A bigger number of binders affects
the number of RPCs all instances are able to perform. The size of send
data in our case vary from 20 to 400 bytes and does not play any notice-
able role in the performance of the binder. Therefore, the data stream
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dispatching module should combine data packets from all capabilities
subscribed by the same subscriber with the same frequency and send
them as one bigger data packet. This could reduce the number of per-
formed RPCs significantly, hence increase the throughput.

Each subscriber who uses the data streams dispatching module sends
a command to the module via the binder. Such a solution is very com-
fortable because if a client needs to publish some data packets the same
binder interface can also be used to send data packets. However, most
clients want to receive data and have no need to publish any data pack-
ets. If clients which do not publish any streams could use some other
IPC mechanism to send commands to the module, the total number of
used binders could be reduced.

The mechanism controlling the frequency of data packets which are
sent depends on the ability to deliver data packets at required fre-
quency to the data streams dispatching module by a sensor wrapper.
Otherwise, the frequency of data packets which are sent to subscribers
is reduced or increased according to the real frequency received by the
data streams dispatching module. The real frequency at which the data
streams dispatching module receives packets should be measured such
that the mechanism controlling the frequency can be more precise in
calculating of the frequency at which data are dispatched.

6.3 Future work
As mentioned in conclusion, the proposed solution does not meet the
requirement according to security and privacy. The collected data rep-
resents parameters of the human body, and it is very important to keep
them secure and private through all the time, beginning from the mo-
ment they are sampled by a sensor to a final storage or an analysis
module. The future work should start with implementing the security
attributes like confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation. The user
should have the possibility to decide who has access to the data repres-
enting his body parameters. The policy of the system has to ensure that
only and exclusively these chosen parties have access to the data. Fur-
thermore, all collected data should be encrypted and handled only by
authorized parts. This will help to avoid situations where data values
are undesirably tampered with, which will make the system comprom-
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ised. Finally, the system should also ensure non-repudiation property,
such that it will be possible to track who has received collected data.

The implementation of binder IPC mechanism in Android is inef-
ficient and is a bottleneck if data is sent at highest frequencies. By
following the optimization of binder described by Yuan et al. [32], an
improvement of performance with about 20% might be reached. This
could make the data streams dispatching module more efficient and
result in more data delivered in real time.

In the data streams dispatching module each sensor channel provided
by installed sensor wrappers is represented by a capability object and
each sensor wrapper is represented by a wrapper object. Capability ob-
jects are listed in a corresponding sensor wrapper object to which the
channel they represent is connected in reality. The sensor-capability
model consists of a hash table containing all the sensor wrapper objects
and capability objects listed inside them. At start-up, the data streams
dispatching module creates a sensor wrapper object which will contain
all the logical capabilities representing data published by clients. The
proposed sensor-capability model does not support the sensor hierarchy
which can be used to detect complex events like for example object re-
cognition. Therefore, a new capability model giving more possibilities
should be implemented. A good example of such a model is described
by Jarle Søberg and Plagemann [20].
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